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Benton
bank
expands
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
To expand its position as a
regional financial services institution, the employee owners of
the Bank of Benton have
changed the bank's name after
117 years and are now planning
to open a Calloway County
branch.
The bank is now known as
Community Financial Services
Bank. The financial institution is
not for sale, but has outgrown its
name, according to bank officials.
"We are making this change
in order to remain an independent community-owned institution
and to provide more convenience
throughout Western Kentucky
for our customers," commented
Betsy Hudson, president, and
Frank J. Nichols, CEO/chairman,
in a letter to bank customers.
"Plans are underway to expand
the CFSB brand to other marketplaces throughout the region."
CFSB is the only locallyowned community bank in
Marshall County. The company
has assets of about $370 million
and employs 135 people.
Hudson said CFSB has been
the name of the bank's holding
company for the past 10 years,
and the name fits the plans for
the future by allowing the institution to brand itself within the various communities of the area.
-We are very proud of the
Bank of Benton name, and we
are proud of our new name for
the future," Hudsom said. "We
have enjoyed growth because of
our many loyal customers in
Marshall County and the
Murray-Calloway County area."
With the name change now in
place. the bank will turn its attention to the construction of a new
bank in Murray. Construction is
scheduled to begin in 2008.
"Last September, we purchased 10 acres of land on U.S.
641 North at the south side of
(Circus Skate).- she remarked.
"With our Aurora branch, we
already have so many customers
from Murray and Calloway
County that we wanted to be a
pail of- the area and be a -good
community citizen."
She said the bank wanted to
be halfway between the new Ky..
80 and Chestnut Street, and this
property was ideally situated.
"Once construction on the
bank is completed we will follow
up with ATMs on the southside
of town." she said.
Hudson commented that the
between
strong
affiliation
Marshall County and the
Murray-Calloway County community helped bank officials in
their decision to select this area
for their next scheduled growth.
The bank located in Paducah in
2004 and, since that time, business there has been very successful, thanks in pan to the hank's
Paducah employees. she said.
Following the opening of the
Murray-Calloway County facility, hank officials would look at
what areas of growth to address
next.
Bank of Benton customers
will not have to change any
accounts. buy new checks or
order new credit or debit cards.
'The only changes customers
will notice will he the bank's outdoor signs. new brochures and
new nametags," she noted.
"Everything else is exactly the
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ENTERING A NEW SEASON

Gov. signs
bill that
promotes
clean coal

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times

Murray State game captains Nathan Williams (left) and Cody Morehead walk out to midfield with referea.DeNs Hennigan prior
to the start of the Racers' game against Louisville on Thursday night at Papa John's Stadium. Read all about the game inside
today's Murray Ledger & Times.

Kentucky
universities
recruiting
minorities
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
When the University of
Louisville hired Nat Irvin II, the
school landed its target.
Irvin looked over the
University of Louisville and the
city before deciding to make the
jump from Wake Forest
University after a decade there.
"It was a good fit for me,"
said Irvin, the Strickler
Executive -in -Residence
Professor of Management in the
College of Business.
Hiring Irvin, along with 13
other black professors, has
helped the University of
Louisville continue its five-year
trend of increasing diversity
among its' roughly 1,200-member faculty. Since 2002-03 the
university has seen the number
of full-time black members
grow from 61 to 98. They now
account for more than 7 percent
of the entire faculty, according
to preliminary numbers made
available this week.
The university also has hired
26 Asian and five Hispanic professors.
"We feel really very blessed
that so many people have wanted to come here, because they
contribute a lot to our community," said U of L Provost Shirley
The school isn't alone in its
pursuit of more minority faculty
members. The University of
Kentucky is also projecting an
increase of 10 black professors
— the largest number of hires
since the 2002-03 school year.
That brings the number of
blacks among the 2.200 faculty
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Murray's 'Century Men' reunite
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Camaraderie, hard work,
duty to nation and duty to fellow soldiers were what members --of- Murray's 398th
Regiment remembered when
they met last night for their
46th annual reunion.
Eighteen of the original 39
"Century Men" who were
deployed to Fort Chaffee, Ark.,
in 1961 by President John F.
Kennedy gathered at Sirloin
Stockade Thursday night to
remember old times with their
fellows, some of whom others
may not have seen in nearly
five decades.
Eight or more of the unit are
now deceased and many others
were not able to make the
Thursday evening or previous
gatherings for various reasons.
Charlie Outland of Holiday
Drive in Murray, who was one
of five officers attached to the
unit, said he was sure to be
there. Outland remembers
those days and the hard work
involved very well, but he was
proud to do his part in making
sure his fellow soldiers were
well trained for the duty that
lied ahead.
The unit was deployed to
assist in getting the base ready
for the training of U.S. Army
soldiers involved in the Berlin
Crisis that eventually involved
about 32,000 men. The men
rebuilt unused and dilapidated
rifle ranges, barracks and other
facilities and helped train
32.000 soldiers.
for
were
there
"We
advanced individual training
called AIT," Outland said.
'They got the basic training on
the north end of the post and
then they came down to the
south end to us. When we got
there, it was virtually nothing
there. We had to put (shooting)
ranges together and everything

O'h DIVISION
98'1' REGIMENT
COMPANY M
TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

Eighteen members of 398th
Regiment, Company M of the
100th Infantry Division of the
U.S. Army Reserve, above,
met at the Sirloin Stockade
on Thursday evening for an
annual reunion. The unit was
deployed to Fort Chaffee,
Ark., in 1961 to prepare the
base for training soldiers. At
right, the faces of the men of
the 398th Regiment appear in
the unit's yearbook dated
1961 in a photo members
provided
else. In some cases, the unit
had to bring weapons with
them from home or we wouldn't have anything to train with.
That was an interesting thing."
With the training mission
accomplished, the unit was
demobilized in August 1962
and returned to reserve status.
Many of the members still live
in Murray, although some live
outside elsewhere, including
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Tennessee, Indiana, Wisconsin,
Florida, Ohio, Virginia and
Arizona.
Don Alley of Dover. Tenn.,
one of the organizers of the
annual reunion, served for one
year with the unit. Although he
was born and raised in North
Carolina. he is proud of his
Murray roots. He attended
Murray State University and
served as personnel director for

Tappan for many years. His son
was born in Murray.
Alley said he remembers the
days of his service to his country here at home very well.
"I had just got into the unit
and, lo and behold, I was going
to Murray State and they turned
around and activated the unit
so I went of to Fort Chaffee,
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By ROGEH ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Political leaders in Kentucky,
worried about the future of coal
amid ever-increasing environmental demands, have taken
action that they say is critical to
protecting a mainstay of the
state's economy.
In a move widely opposed by
environmentalists, Gov. Ernie
Fletcher signed a bill into law on
Thursday that will provide hundreds of millions of dollars in
incentives to companies that
build high-tech plants to convert
coal into cleaner-burning alternative fuels.
Lawmakers say the measure
is critical to Kentucky's future
because it could keep coal a
viable source of fuel for generations to come despite a push for
stricter federal limits on emissions of so-called "greenhouse
gases- from coal-fired generating plants.
"It puts Kentucky in a position to be the national leader in
the energy arena," said House
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ShartiVoliceLolls
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• A theft was reported at Ky 94 East location at 2 48 p m
Wednesday A case was opened
• A theft from a vehicle was reported at 5 42 p m Wednesday
Kentucky State Police handled the complaint
• A mailbox on Jessica Lane was reported vandalized at 7 47
p m Wednesday The complaint was referred to KSP
• Bicycles were reported stolen from a Ky 94 East location at
7 38 a m Thursday Two other bicycles also were recovered A
theft case was opened
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
• A brush fire was reported at 6 35 p m Wednesday on Ky. 94
East in Elm Grove The fire was extinguished
• A fire - possibly a log fire or mulch — was reported on US
641 North at 9 19 pm Thursday The brush fire was extinguished
-- Information is obtained from reports It5gs
and citations from various agencies
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lhe Murray Sanitation Department will be closed on Monday for
the labor Day holiday
All Monday customers should have their containers out for pickup on Tuesday rooming All other customers should set their containers out on their regularly scheduled day, though some routes
may run tate in some areas
The(Xy of Murray Transfer Station will also be closed Monday.
flu MIire intiormation. call 762-01%0
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•Gov. signs ...
ward "
Legislatise leaders developed
the initiative behind closed
doors over the summer alter
executives from Sr.Louis-based
Peabody Energy said they were
consicienng building a $3 billion
coal gasitic ato in plant in the
state Fatly estimates put the
value of the proposed Peabody
incentises under the new law at
Sinn million with breaks on
%lie% taxes, income taxes and
coal severance taxes
Adkins said the law puts
Kentucky on equal looting with
other states that already offer
'meninxs for companies that
des elopment cleaner-burning
fuels from coal He said the
measure has the potential to
improve national security by
reducing dependence on foreign
oil with insestment in production of ethanol and biodicsel
plants.vsen hydrogen fuel cells
Hill ray lair, president Of the
Kentucky t oal Association. said
he hflle%Cs %.1%1 I S coal
teSet Cs, which already supply
halt of the nation's electricity.
hold the key to cutting dependence on foreign oil Ile said
encouraging climpafilts to
inseo In technology to Loosen
coal to gas And liquid fuels is
cruc sal
—This country is in such a
rush It, satisfy ens ironmental
Acaisists and their perception ot
environmental doom that it is
jeopardizing our future." C'Aylor
said "We need to be more ener •
gy independent "

From Front
Floor Leader Rocky Adkins. I)Sands Hook. A coal C‘r4.141/%,C
And one of the chid arc ham ts of
the new la*
puts us in a position to really grin. t
1.!,. ODOM!.
and espand our ability in
rese.uch and development in the
energy held "
Public dc-hate of the measure
centered primarily around its
effects on" coal. a 14 X billion
state industry that employs
15.000 miners Hut the measure
also provides intentise• for
deseloping wind, hydro. solar
and biomass technologies
'len Manual. J niember of the
group
ens ironmental
tor
Kentuc \Ian%
the
( kflittNI in wealth. salt, tWIIIINAing
tene% ANC ti Kills 4 wt energy like
wind and solar power is laudable, hut she still disapproses of
the ties., I.114 tics, all•C she said it
will lead to the destruction of
unite Apraldf.Illan Int IUnlaIntiftS
by mining ci 41111.1111C• III search
‘it coal
141.1111.41 said she objects to
/lois lam', IA1 breaks for compa
riles that
the emir(Ill
Metal
Fletcher. w hi. signed the
InCASUIC at 44 I .titiiss Ille Ili NCI on
Mut %day. said it will help
Kentucky compete with other
states in trying to land new rner
gs ;worsts
disagree with any of the
nay sayers:" l'Itli.hcr said 1
think this is sera important I
think it will MON C Kentucky for-

Student hopes
NOTICE
her 765 hugs
Dexter-Aimo
The
111
will
District
Water
Heights
meet at 7 p m Monday at the • broke record

TerniCrier

District Water Office located
at 351 Almo Road
111 The Calloway County
Board of Education will hold
a special-called meeting
Tuesday at 6 30 p m at the
board office on College Farm
Road Items on the agenda
include levy of tax rates for
year
school
2007-2008,
approve construction bids.
adopt a resolution authonzmg the Calloway Co-tifiTyr—
District
School
Finance
Corporation to issue revenue
bonds, adopt a resolution
authorizing the Calloway
District
School
County
Finance Corporation to issue
Qualified Zone Academy
Bonds and a special meeting of the Calloway County
District
Finance
School
Corporation
•To report a Town Crier
item. call 753-1916

PR( A
'tali tAri
Kneeling for children aand
stretching to rmhrace taller people, a college student behests
she's hugged het way into the
record books
hinfan 14"AI\
le, said she
hugged 7hS people in less than
An hour Saturday and plans to
send the results to Guinness
Wotid Records
the hugs took months of
planning Pearce and-her fanuly
had to appls to Guinness World
liciords with detailed plans
Die event had to he supers ised
by two prominent members of
the community and cosered by
the news media
new record will not he
appraised until fiuinness gets
rhtstAigraphs, sok() and v.ritteri
statements from witnesses The
rrtord IN h I 2 hugs In an hour

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Tames
PAINTING THE TOWN: Mike Finley, left, and Gary Cowen, from the Murray State University Department of Facilities
Management, worked this week painting the white fence around the Regional Special Events Center at the northeast section
0 the MSU campus The men said they started last week and it would take a few more days to complete the project They
added that they were drinking a lot of water and doing what they could to stay cool in the heat

•Universities ...
From Front
members to tit - more than 3
percent.
The university also hired five
Hispanic faculty members this
year. bringing the total to 33.
—the goal always is to show
AS much diversity as we can
across the hoard. ... We're committed to doing so." said UK
Provost Kumble Subbaswamy.
The slate's eight public universities and lb conumuuty colleges must show progress in
increasing the number of black
students. faculty and staff under
Kentucky's equal opportunits
plan and an agreement with the
S ISepartment of Educations
office tor Civil Rights. The
goals tor each school vary and
all the universities are compiling
final numbers on minority !acuity members. which will he forwarded to the Council on PostSecondary Education for a
report in January
rherr's a lot on the line for
the universities Failing to make
progress in diversifying the faculty and enrollment could mean

state restnctions in implementing new academic programs.
Willihngani said that tninonty professors have been hired in
"departments that you might
anticipate would be hiring
African Americans, like our
Pan-African
Studies
Department. but they are also in
medicine, and mathematics and
Physics and in the hard sciences
and the humanities"
Getting those professors is
tough, though. Subbaswamy
said.
"... We are all looking at a
very small pool of candidates,"
Subbaswiuny said.
In Irsin's case, an endowed
chair helped him make the decision, hut so did other factors,
including diversity on campus
and the university's leadership
"When you make a decision
like this, its riot about money.Iry in said
will be about the
other things. ... Can I make a
difference here' Am I going to
he appreciated here'Is it going
to he a good fat for me and the
work that I do'' Those are key
things"

Police dismantle cocaine
ring in southwestern Ind. II 'Century Men' ...
By RYAN LENZ
Associated Press Writer
I SANSVILLI-. Ind APi -- Law enforcement officers tin Thursday
arualunced a federal indictment that named more than two druen mat
responsible for twinging crack cocain( into southwesteni Indiana.
All hut haw of the 26 men named in the mak:intent acre in custody
after search warrants were served in Indiana. Illinois and Kentucky
•'We certainly have put a heck of A dent in the drug dealing corninunay.' said David Weckhng, duet deptas ot the Van,k-rtiorgh ('ouray
Stroll's Department
The indictments were the result an eight-month tnsestigation that
uncoserrd multipie firearms, thousands ot dollars in cash and cocaine
valued Ai nerds V..1111.1111Ill
sixth's. tocicrak. An assistant I s attismey woriung tin the investigation, said the insestigatton fisused xl tat. separate trafficking net
works in 1:5 AM,ilk
sca,1s all the nten .urrsted were being held in Iteriderson. Ks Tsso
acre being held in the Vandetbutgh ounty Jail on other charges when
the .an'rsts were nude.
The indictments said the men used a system of rental cars mid cornmen ial buses to transport cocaine into Lsanssilic and that the!, I irtitkl)1
IN Lb slAIS %it'd the production :Ind sales oser the telephone
Investigators said they had °hauled WO grams of crack cocaine and
ntughly still grams of power cocaine dazing their investigation

Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip klaroper
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Arkansas, he said "What I
remember best was the camaraderie and the friendships that
developed down there I mean
most of these guys were local.
home-town guys and they
knew one another and I was
kind of an outsider, hut they
accepted me and I became very
close friends with I don't know
how many of them "
Ales Barrett of Hazel
agreed
-We had a lot of fun.Barrett recalled. "Of course we
were eager to get back home.
but we had a lot of fun "
Alley said all the men have
stayed in contact throughout
the years and cement their relationships and place in history
with the annual reunion
-It's been a wonderful
time." Alley said "I'll tell you

It has "
The men. and many of their
wives. shared a meal and some
good memories that included a
look through the unit's "year
book" with the names and
faces of all the men of the
398th.
The unit, which is part of the
U.S. Army's Kentucky-based
100th Infantry Division, is the
largest Institutional Training
Division in the U.S. Army
Reserve Command headquar
tered in Louisville.
Other members attending
the reunion included Kenneth
Coy, Charles Dodd, L. Holmes
Ellis. Gene Emstberger, Bubb%
Fain. Gerald Fitts. Homer Hall.
Donald Henry. Jerry Jackson.
Willie Jackson, Jerry Jaco
Gary Leppert, Darrell Mitchell,
John Parker, John Peterson and
Thomas Stom.
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Ilearrrtat Aid Specialist
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Photo provided
These photos include the faces of several members of
Murray's 398th U.S Army Reserve Regiment _during their
deployment to Fort Chaffee, Ark, in 1961 The Unit of about
40 men were called upon by President John F. Kennedy to
help train soldiers involved in the 1960s Berlin Cnsis.
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Habitat for Humanity
Golf Tournament
Fri., Sept. 7• Miller Golf Coarse
4 Person Seraintilei Shotgun Start I p.m.
$50 per perem includes greens lees and cart
Prizes let arid 2nd teams. 1.4mgest Drive.
Closest in th, I'm
For information or to sign up contacts
Chuck Hulick 7.53-0323 sr Mika Maxwell 767-2291
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Officer accuses Craig of lying
By MATTHEW DALY
Associated Press Whter
WASHINGTON (AP)
Minutes after he was arrested
for lewd conduct, Sen. Larry
Craig denied soliciting an
undercover officer for sex in a
men's bathroom and pleaded,
"I'm not gay. I don't do these
kinds of things."
Craig, R-Idaho, denied that
he had used foot and.,hanii gestures to signal interest in a sexual encounter, according to a
taped
interview
released
Thursday by the Minneapolis
Airport Police. The officer, Sgt.
Dave Karsnia, accused the
three-term senator of lying and
grew exasperated with his
AP File
denials.
Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport Police Sgt. Dave
"Embarrassing, embarrass- Karsnia, who arrested Sen. Larry Craig, was known as a reliing. No wonder why we're
and a hard worker, and he often tried to minimize
going down the tubes," Karsnia able student
for the people he caught in bathroom stings at
embarassment
said.
Craig, 62, the airport. He's pictured here in this 2006 image provided by
_Dever,admitted _ WCCT-TV.
in the interview that he should.
Committee and Appropriations
to doing any"I wouldn't put myself hope- subcommittees.
wrong fully in that kind of position, but
thing
Craig said Tuesday he had
and claimed his if I was in a position like that, committed no wrongdoing and
actions
had that's what 1 would do," Ensign shouldn't have pleaded guilty.
been misinter- told The Associated Press in his He said he had only recently
preted. home state. "He's going to have retained a lawyer to advise him
However, to answer that for himself."
in the case, which threatens to
Karsnia wrote
Sens. Norm Coleman. R- write an ignominious end to a
Craig
in his report Minn., and Susan Collins, R- lifetime in public office.
that the gestures were consistent Maine, each turned over to charGOP Senate leaders said they
with efforts to find a sexual part- ity $2,500 in campaign dona- did not act lightly in asking
ner in the men's room.
tions they had received from Craig to give up his leadership
Craig later pleaded guilty to a Craig's political action commit- posts temporarily. But they said
reduced charge of disorderly tee.
their decision was "in the best
conduct, which he now calls a
Coleman and several other interest of the Senate until this
mistake.
Republicans — including presi- situation is resolved by the
More Republicans distanced dential hopeful Sen. John ethics committee."
themselves from Craig on McCain, R-Ariz. — have called
On the tape. Craig and the
Thursday. Sen. John Ensign of for Craig to resign his seat in the arresting officer can be heard
Nevada, who chairs the GOP's Senate. Craig already has agreed arguing over what happened in
senatorial campaign committee, to a request by Republican lead- the men's room minutes earlier.
stopped short of calling on him ers to give up his ranking status Craig acknowledges that the
to resign but suggested strongly on
the
Veterans Affairs men's feet bumped but says

KentuckylnBrief
Beshear campaign begins airing new ad

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -- Democratic. gubeniatoi
andidate
nothing improper happened.
Steve Beshear, the son of a small-town Baptist preacher, talks about
"Did we bump? Yes, I think faith in his latest television ad, his second of the general election
we did. You said so. I don't dis- campaign.
agree with that," Craig said.
"My faith teaches a responsibility to God and family,- Beshear
But Craig disputes the offi- says, standing in front of the western Kentucky church he attended
cer's account that he swept his in his youth. "I set Kentucky as one big family."
hand under the stall next to him
In the ad, which began airing on Thursday across the state,.
in an apparent effort to advance Beshear promises to pass laws to provide health care to all Kentucky
the encounter. They even dis- children and a prescription drug plan for senior citizens. He also
agree whether Craig used his says if he is elected, he will invest in Kentucky businesses.
right hand or his left hand.
In his first ad, which began airing last week, Beshear talked about
Craig said he was merely try- the need to clean up state government. His words were reminiscent
ing to pick up a piece of paper of those used four years ago by Gov. Ernie Fletcher, who won hand-- an account the officer dis- ily by making that his chief campaign promise only to have his'
putes.
administration marred by a special grand jury probe into political.
"I'm telling you that I could patronage.
see, so I know that's your left
The Fletcher campaign has aired two ads so far. In both, Fletcher
hand. Also I could see a gold says he is opposed to opening casinos in Kentucky — a proposal ring on this finger, so that's that Beshear raised in the primary election.
obvious it was the left hand,"
Fletcher is trying to make casino gambling a key issue in the race.
Karsnia tells Craig.
He has taken a strong stand against expanding gambling beyond
"Well we can dispute that," Kentucky's horse racing tracks. Beshear has said he favors a propos- •
Craig says. "I'm not going to al for a referendum to allow voters to decide whether to change the
fight you in court. I reached state Constitution to allow casinos.
down with my right hand to pick
up the paper."
Funeral scheduled for guardsman killed
Karsnia said in a police
FRANKFORT, Ky.-CAP) — Funeral services for a Kt.ntu.ky
report that he recognized Craig's National auardsman Icilfed- in Afghanistan are scheduterrfar—
hand gesture as a signal aimed at Tuesday in northern Kentucky.
initiating sex. "It should be !•,/
Staff Sgt. Nicholas Carnes will be buried at the Alexandrianoted that there was not a piece ! Cemetery in Alexandria just after a funeral service at St. Mary's:.
of paper on the bathroom floor, Cathedral Basilica of the Assumption in Covington.
nor did Craig pick up a piece of
Carnes, a member of the National Guard since 1999, died Aug.paper," he said in the report.
26 during a fire fight near the village of Lewanne Bazaar in
Karsnia, 29, joined the air- Afghanistan. Carnes, 25, was assigned to Battery A. 2nd Battalion,.
port police department just out 138th Field Artillery, based in Carrollton.
of college in 2000 and was proThe Dayton native will be posthumously presented the Bronze'•
moted to sergeant in 2005. Last Star Medal, the Purple Heart, the Kentucky Distinguished Service',
year, he earned a master's Medal, the Army Good Conduct Medal and the Combat Action"
degree in criminal justice, lead- Badge.
ership and education.
Carnes was the second Kentucky Army National Guard soldier"
He has arrested at least a killed in Afghanistan.
dozen men in the airport's bathroom for sending signals he Biancone suspended in Ky. over horse drugging'
believed were aimed at initiating
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Thoroughbred trainer Patrick-sex. Each time, Karsnia walked Biancone will serve a 15-day suspension next month after one of hi,
suspects to a spot where they horses was found to have prohibited drugs in its system after a race.
could speak privately, without
The Kentucky Horse Racing Authority said on Thursday thaeembarrassing them, according to L'Aziza tested positive for caffeine and theophylline after winning
the police reports he wrote. He the fifth race on May 3 at Churchill Downs.
didn't handcuff them.
Biancorie doesn't plan to appeal the suspension, which will be.
served Sept. 5 to Sept. 19, the authority said. Purse money from the;
race will be redistributed with Biancone's horse disqualified and !,
placed last, The Courier-Journal reported.
The authority said the investigation is ongoing. It has not dis:,:
closed the contents of a search of three of Biancone's barns at,
State Bar.
Keeneland Race Course after the race.
State prosecutors took over
the case and dropped the remainNational Guard vet from III. new Legion boss
ing charges against the three
RENO, Nev.(AP)— Martin F. Conaster, a career National Guard ,
players in April, calling them
veteran from Champaign, Ill., was elected Thursday the new nation, ,
innocent victims of a "tragic rush
al commander of the American Legion.
to accuse."
Conatser, who retired from the National Guard in 1996 as a ser-.
Nifong later resigned as geant major, was selected to lead the 2.7 million-member organiza-.
Durham County's district attor- tion for a one-year term.
ney. He was disbarred in June for
Delegates meeting at the American Legion's 89th annual convenmore than two dozen violations tion in Reno also elected five national vice commanders: Thomas L,.,
of the state's rules of profession- Burns, Jr., Ocean View, Del.; Peggy G. Dettori. Kodiak, Alaska;-!
al conduct during his prosecution Randall A. Fisher, Ky.; Donald J. Hayden, Kilkenny, Minn.; and..
of the lacrosse case.
David A. Korth, of Marshfield. Wis.

Ex-Duke lacrosse prosecutor pleads innocent
By AARON BEARD
Associated Press Writer
DURHAM, N.C.(AP)— The
former prosecutor who led the
now-discredited Duke lacrosse
rape case never intentionally tried
to mislead the court and believed
he -gave all DNA test results to
defense attorneys, a lawyer for
Mike Nifong said Thursday during his criminal contempt trial.
Nifong turned over all the
information during the pretrial
discovery phase in his case
against three Duke lacrosse players, said his attorney, Jim Glover.
And when he told a judge the
defense had all the DNA test
results, it was a mistake — but little more than an oversight.
"The question is not whether
those statements Mr. Nifong
made are literally true or literally
false," Glover told Superior
Court Judge W. Osmond Smith
Ill. 'The question is were they
willfully and intentionally false
and were they also pan of an
effort ._ to hide potentially exculpatory evidence, and that's the
issue before the court.Defense attorneys for the three
falsely accused young men asked
a judge to punish Nifong for initially telling the court he had
turned over all DNA test results
when he knew, and failed to disclose, that genetic material from
multiple men was found on the
accuser — but none from any
lacrosse player.
If held in contempt, Nifong
faces up to 30 days in jail and a
fine of up to $500. Nifong pleaded not guilty to the charge at the
-start of the hearing, which began
Thursday and was to resume
Friday.
Nifong, the former Durham

County district attorney, led the
investigation into a woman's allegations that she was raped at a
March 2006 lacrosse team party
where she was hired as a stripper.
That spring, Nifong 'secured
indictments against Reade
Seligniann, Coffin Finnerty and
Dave Evans for rape, kidnapping
and sexual offense.
A month later. Nifong learned
that a private laboratory determined the genetic material found
on the woman was from several
men, none of whom were Duke
lacrosse players.
But Nifong didn't provide that
information to the defense until
October, and only then amid
nearly 2,000 pages of raw DNA
test data that defense attorney
Brad Bannon testified Thursday
took almost all of November to
decipher.
Glover said Nifong believed
he was being truthful when he
told the judge he had given the
defense all the DNA testing
results, though he didn't always
know the specifics in every
report. Glover said.
During his cross-examination
of Bannon. Glover tried to portray the initial DNA report prepared by lab director Brian
Meehan in May 2006 as adequate
while suggesting no additional
information would have helped
clear the players.
" "The fact is, you've got nothing significantly exculpators
beyond what you already knew
from the report itself," Glovei
said to Bannon.
-That's absolutely false,"!
Bannon said abruptly. "And you
know it."
Meehan, who testified later
Thursday, denied that Nifong told

him to withhold any exculpatory
material. He said he considered
the DNA results provided to the
defense to be an "interim" report
since other test specimens had yet
to arrive.
Afterward, Meehan told
reporters that he included all test
results by referring in the report
to other "non-probative" but
unspecified DNA materials —
the genetic material found on the
accuser.
In December, six months after
receiving the DNA test results,
Nifong dropped the rape charges
when the accuser changed a key
detail—id-11er story. He later
recused himself from the case
after being charged with ethics
violations by the North Carolina
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Diana's cult
DUBLIN, Ireland - Britain's version of Elvis week
reaches its crescendo friday with a memorial service marking the Itah annisersary of the death of Diana Pnncess of
Wales

Ibe woman famously described by Diana as the "third
person" in her marriage isn't coming Discretion and the
Queen c..nrin...cd Camilla that her presence would distract
from the occasion
The media Art full of stories and images
of Diana. whose face when it appeared on
the cover of People Magilitne sold More
copies than any other subject. Diana is our
goddess of beauty We can't get enough of
that tate, the clothes or the fairy tale story
with an unhappy ending Maybe if we
keep reliving the story-, the ending will be
differed. Tali it never is because worship based on externals is always bound to disappoint
Cal's
Beauty covers a multitude of sins. and
Thoughts
By Cal Thomas Diana. like all of us. had plenty of them
We forgise her multiple affairs and her
Syrkicated
mampulatise tactics because we lose her
Columnist
looks She makes us feel good still We
desire her even lit death
I he teminist writer (iefillaille Greer penned a des:outing Is honest essay for the Sunday Tittles that pierced the
makeup. the clothe., the jewels and the image to reach her
realits "When Diana presented herself to her adoring public
guileless girl vs ho tell in lose vsith a chap who just
.1,
happened to he heir to the English throne, only to have her
innocent sung lose spurned. she was acting a he "
('Re?
that in adulthood Diana became more, rather
than less des onus " It is a character assessment her adonng
disciple. are prepared to oserlook And then Greer writes
this exploove tunic "Ilw story oh how she emerged from her
hr s'
ilk to become the people's print ess is often
,
,1"
"
1 !
1
t. uhf. hut what us .eldom assessed is lust how much of
V. a•

Iscrt of Man,c this

We .tie prepared to hehese hes if they affimi our deepest
desire to tech good it not ANKH oursCIVes. then about a
sick ss stattle that v .111 tit' as devoid of spiritual power as
the take y,
reated by pagan peoples How many women
hclico. the old he. -tif course I'll respect you in the Morn
111;
. l‘cloic climbing into bed with a man who doesn't even
thi•in in the evening'
\ nie.oure uuf the power of the beauty cult 4..111 he found
in 'he ati.ccer ti a question Suppose Diana had been the
mi u.s f PT in,e Charles and Camilla were his first wife
a in ilia and flu it Diana had been killed in that Pans tunnel a ‘lec. ails' ago, would the outpouring of grief from people
••11., fie er niel het base been as great' Surely not No one
elehrates
eh-sates plainness. less so. goodness Where is
itic stadium esein tor Mother leresa. who died the week
.ittei Diana' the media were forced to cover her funeral lest
the\ Itse condemned as 1,1.. superficial nut didn't last long
t onside( the power of the beauty cult Network news.
w hit h sJs orrce serious, employs %Timer whose makeup
Inc t easior I s resembles the thickness of A death mask The
ne '
Nc a. I tuatk ial reporter. Erin Burnett a younger
#I) it ( Silt s ''Stones HOMY
Maria Ilaninimio is
ogled by ('ho. Matthew. Anil others, who locus on her
looks And not what May be insick her head. if :anything
I able network. emplos Barbie doll %Annaba-. do they
base
hooker version I1 who are blondes with shoo skin.
And apparently little sell-respect They We all interchangeable
pails s aurally indistinguishable from one another Moo
speak in cliches and base trouble ad- lashing airs thing that
isfi 1 a linen liii Mein in the (dept.mirk-1r
hut the hp gloss
anti hair look real
they are the tantasies ot aging male
management and nirddle school boys, or. am. k being redundant'
The Diana cult will continue until someone younger auth
Mc public always wants • better
a better story replaces her
And younger cue) Consider the niusk al "Chicago," when
public Attention and fiNtH quickly pass from Veltna Kelly to
Ilan and then to yet mother woman with a ovine
ca.long narrator
Cults ultimately disappoint and the Diana cult will, too
cwonaine Greet concludes by vsnting that Diana %As • "des
mate ofilan seeking applause " Ni. wrakr SS many still
lose her because thes arc seeking the same thing
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Forced unionism hurts workers
With its central location
and relatively- low cost 4,4
living. Kentucky should have
little trouble competing economically with other states
However. this labor Day
2007, e.ident.e is clear that
the Bluegrass State has a
Major, chronic problem
It
simply isn't c reating enough
good lob,
Between 2001 and 21106,
according to the I S Labor
Department, private-sector ph
growth in Kentucky was
more than 27 percent below
the national average Labor
Department data also indicate
this decline is largel;. attributable to the absence of a
right -tow -work law
Right-to-work laws are
primanly about employee
-freedom of choice. Such
law., now on the hooks in
22 states, bar the firing of
both pulsate- and public-sea:tot employees for refusal to
join Or pay titres of fees to
an unwanted union In addition to protecting workers'
freedom ,it tin'we, right to
wink Was help create lobs
and improve living standard,.
as Vo line%,
oed hy young
adults' "suites with their
feet "
As a group; the 22 states
with right-to•wort laws ()set
the 21101-416 period enjoyed a
6 I percent increase in prisate-secuir employ Mein Prl S ate-sector employment in
nght-to-ssork .tate. increased

(Ai EST VOICE
By Mark Mix
National Right-to-Work Committee
five times a. much as in
forced-unionism states overall.
Even forced-unionism
apologists often concede that
the rate of job growth is far
More rapid In right-to-work
states than in non-right-to-work states But after making such concessions, they
invariably claim the jobs created aren't "the right kind of
jobs."
Federal data show this
Big Labor claim is bogus.
According to the IS.. Commerce Department, between
1496 and 21106 real personal
income in right-to-work _
states grew by 37.9 percent
(other than Oklahoma, whose
right-to-work law took effect
in 20011 That's 59 percent
more real income growth
than Kentucky expenenced
and 45 percent more than
non-right-to-work states did
collectively.
The tact is, the jobs created in right-to-work states
are

More likely

to come

good benefits than the
pubs created in rion-nght-towork states Data furnished
by the U S Census Bureau
show, for example. between
1995 and 2005 the number
of people in right-to-work
states who are covered ha,
ith

employees enrolled in unions
when the law was first enacted. Moreover, polls show that
a majority of unionized
employees support the rightto-work principle.'
The political climate is
good for enactment of a
Kentucky right-to-work law, if
only enough state legislators
and legislative challengers
will recognize the benefits of
supporting legislation that
could revitalize the state
econtnny and the risks of
standing in the way of muchneeded reform.
Together with the Frankfort-based Kentucky Right-toWork Committee, the National
Right-to-Work Committee is
now mobilizing freedom-loving citizens across the state to
help pass a right-to-work law.
Citizens are asked to contact lawmakers and legislative
candidates and urge them to
pledge support for prohibiting
union officials' corrupt practice of forcing employees to
pay -union dues just to get or
keep a job.

private health insurance grew
by 11.9 percent, compared to
an increase of just 4.4 percent in non-right-to-work
states and 3.4 percent in
Kentucky.
To retain its young
employees and the energy
and creativity they contribute.
Kentucky needs to create far
more jobs — especially in
the private sector.
In 2005, right-to-work
states had an aggregate population aged 24-35 of 15.6
mullion — 8.6 percent „more
than in 1995. Meanwhile,
Kentucky's 25-34 population
fell by half a percent._
Forced-unionism states as a
whole lost 7.7 percent of that
age group.
Today, many Kentucky
Politicians acknowledge that
right-to-work states have
superior business climates, but
nevertheless refuse to push
for enactment of a nght-towork law. They claim such a
Readers who are interested
law can't be passed in Kenin participating in this pmtucky due to strong Big
Labor opposition.
- gram are urged to contact the
That's a lame excuse. In
Kentucky group at 859-5330246 to receive more informa2006. just 9.8 percent of
non.
Kentucky employees belonged
to unions. Of the 22 states
that now have nght-to-wott
MIA 8S president of the
taws, the overwhelming
Springfield. Va.-based Nationmajority had more of their
al Right-to-Work Committee.

gems watch GOP reel from scandals
By DAVID ESPO
AP Special Correspondent
ASHIN(;11 IN API
W hen it
comes to scandal. Democrats could be
forgiven for thinking they hit the political jackpot this summer At Republican
expense
First came the disclosure that
Louisiana Seri David Voter's telephone
number was listed in the records of an
esatifl service
Dien Sen Ted Stesens home in
Alaska was raided by federal agent. as
pan of a corruption insestigation
Now Sen I-41T Craig of Idaho is
recanting a guilt) plea that grew out of
a police utak-nose,' operation in an airport men's room. adding. "I am not
gay- tie emphasis
-This i• a senotis Matter:. said the
'senate Republic.ui leadership, an understatement for the ages
No doubt. none of this has been
good for what some Republicans like to
call "the brand
('rug "represents the Republican
Parts Rep Pete Hockstra said on
Wednesday, a frank acknciw ledgment that
the party may suffer, regardless of the
Idaho senator's political fate
"I think it's important for Repuhli
cans to step out right now and say.
'No, this behavior is not going to he
tolerated.' Iloekstra added
Depending on how far that Attitude
extends. it would mark a change from
the recent past. when [louse Repuhli
cans were slow to respond to the scan
dal spawned hy lobbyist lack Ahramoff
Derras.rats capitalized on ',firer chasm
tsfaction with the war in Iraq last tall,
but they also campaigned on a platform

AP News Analysis
of ending what they called a -culture
of corruption" It was a task made
immeasurably easier by the imprisonment of former Rep Bob Ney, the
indictment of former Majority Leader
Tom DcLay and the resignation of former Rep Mark Foley. the Floridian
who acknowledged writing salacious e- •
mails to an underage male House page
Not that Democrats are without scandal But they mused quickly in the
House to punish Rep William kflerson
of Lritilsiana last year. stripping him of
his committee assignment even before
he was indicted in a corruption investigation
It was a step designed to make
Republicans look more tolerant of
alleged wrongdoing — the very thing
Hockstra seemed to have in mind in
Craig's case
1)eLay, who resigned amid allegations
of misuse of campaign donations. took
up the Republican theme Thursday. saying his party moves quickly against
lawmakers when there is evidence of
guilt
Itepublicans Address them. Democrats
re-elect them,- Iklay told NBC's
'Today" show, without going an opinion on whether Craig should resign
Ironically, not even Democrats claim
they will win a seat in reliably Republican Idaho next year, and Alaska has
sent only Republicans to Congress fog
moire than a quarter-century
But esen before news of Craig's
guilty plea surfaced. Senate Democrats
possessed numerous other possibilities to
pad their thin maponty

-There are several incumbent Republicans who are soft, partially because of
the president's performance and their
loyalty to the president," says J.B. Palersch. executive director of the Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee.
He cited Colorado. where Sen.
Wayne Allard is retiring, as well as
seats held by GQP incumbents John
Sununu in New Hampshire. Susan
Collins in Maine: Gordon Smith an Oregon. and Norm Coleman in Minnesota.
Privately. several GOP strategists say
the Colorado seat will he extremely difficult to hold, and that among the
incumbents. Sununu appears headed for
the toughest race
Additionally. Republican Sens, John
Warner in Virginia - where Democrats
have elected gosernors in successive
elections — and Chuck Nagel in
Nebraska are flirting with retirements.
1)emocrats have already sought to line
up challengers in case the seats become
open - former Gov. Mark Warner in
Virginia and former Sen Bob Kerrey in
Nebraska
Compounding Republican woes, filings with the Federal Election Commission show their party's senatorial committee had '1:6 5 million cash con hand at
the end of July, while the Democrats
had $20 s million, with a debt of $4
million
Even the election map is tilted away
from the Republican., who must defend
22 of 34 seats on the ballot next year
But Republicans hope the political
environment will change when the party
has a presidential nominee eager to
move beyond the era of George W
Rush
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Obituaries
Mrs. Virginia Friedrich
Mrs Virginia Friedrich, 91, Murray, died Thursday, Aug. 30
2007, at 3:40 p.m. at Hickory Woods Retirement Center where she
resided.
Born Feb. 12, 1916, in St. Louis, Mo., she was the daughter of
the late Bertil Oscar Peterson and Flora Jones Peterson.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Horne is in charge of arrangements. Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice of MurrayCalloway County Hospital, g03 Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071.

Paid Obituary
Mrs. Lorene Ada Foster

The funeral for Mrs. Lorene Ada Foster was today (Friday) at 11
a.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. John
Dale officiated. Burial was in the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Foster, 90, Murray, died Friday. Aug. 24, 2007, at 9:25 p.m.
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She was a
member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. Her
husband, Carl Ross Foster Sr., one son, Robert
Foster, one brother, Willie Tharpe, and two sisters,
Evie Walls and Eva Payne, all preceded her in
Ms. Helen Faye Turner
death. Born Aug. 31, 1916, in Henry County,
Ms. Helen Faye Turner, 56, Goodwin Drive, Dexter, died
Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Aaron
Thursday, Aug. 30, 2007, at 10:51 p.m. at her home.
Tharpe and Ada Dumas Tharpe.
She was an administrative secretary for accounting and finance
Survivors include one son, Carl Ross Foster-Jr.
and wife, Arlene, Jamestown, Tenn.; two daughat Murray State University.
ters, Mrs. Pearl Kinel and .
h:Aland, William.
Born Oct. 3, 1950, in Lebanon,Tenn., she was the daughter of the
Fostor
Murray, and Mrs. Ann Perry, JoshuaTree, Calif.;
late Willie Haskel Ingram and Frances Inez Midgett Ingram. Also
preceding her in death were one brother, Dole Ingram, and one sis- two sisters, Mrs. Jeanette Owens, Chicago, Ill., and Mrs. Virginia
Wilkins, Murray; seven grandchildren, Darrell Foster and wife,
ter, Mary Elizabeth Stewart.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Susan Williams and hus- Mildred, Timothy Foster, Rochea Perry, Michelle Ellise and husband. David, and Brandy Bradford, all of Murray; three sons, band, Troy, Alisa Walls and husband, Heath, Yvette Rutledge and
William H. Davis and wife, Barbara, Murfreesboro, Tenn., Richard husband, Stanley, and Wanatta Buck and husband. Walter; 18 greatgrandchildren; II great-great-grandchildren.
A. Davis and wife, Cherie, La Vergne, Tenn., and Randy Bradford,
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Martha Lackey, McMinnvillejenn.; one
brother, Raymond Ingram and wife, Ardith, Nashville, Ten.; 10
grandchildren; two great-grandchildren.
A memorial program will be Saturday from noon to 2 p.m. at
First Baptist Church, Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation is scheduled.
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The funeral for Mrs. Anna Marie Bell will be Saturday at I p.m.
in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Gary
Boggess and Rev. Joel Frizzell will officiate.
Burial will follow in the Brewers Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5
p.m. today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St.
Jude ..Children's Hospital, 501 St. Jude, Pl.,
Memphis,TN 38105.
Mrs. Bell, 72, Almo, died Wednesday, Aug. 29.
2007, at 3:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of Owens Chapel Baptist
Bell
Church. Preceding her in death were one daughter,
Deborah B ell, and three brothers, Billy, Donald
and Sammie Castleberry. Born Oct. 15, 1934, she was the daughter
of the late William W. Castleberry and Lillie P. Tubbs Castleberry.
Survivors include her husband, Galon Thomas(Tom) Bell; one
son, Junior Bell and wife, Teet, Benton; two daughters, Mrs. Shelia
A. Stokes, Almo, and Mrs. Teresa K. McMullin and husband, Mike,
Benton; one sister, Mrs. Mamie Jo Nimrno, Benton; five grandchildren, Martie Freeman, Misti Bell, Wade Stokes, Justin McMullin
and Brandon McMullin; four great-grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews; special friends, Jerry and Phyllis Jackson.

Mrs. Lorene Nix
The funeral for Mrs. Lorene Nix will be Saturday at 10:30 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale and Garry
Evans will officiate. Singing will be by Glendale Road Church of
Christ Singers.
Active pallbearers will be Larry Tucker, Jerry Tucker, John Paul
Nix, Chris Nix, Jason Crabtree, Kevin Tucker, Mitch Tucker and
Brian Tucker. Honorary pallbearers will be members of the YoungN-Hearts Class and Wendell Needham's Sunday School Class of
Glendale Road Church of Christ. Burial will follow in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today
(Friday).
Mrs. Nix,95, Murray, died Thursday, Aug. 30, 2007, at 5 a.m. at
Spring Creek Health Care.
A homemaker, she was a member of Glendale Road Church of
Christ.
Preceding her in death were her husband, William Rue Nix in
-1975, one grandson, Tripp Nix, three brothers and six sisters.
Survivors include one daughter. Mrs. Betty Ann Tucker and husband. James. Kirksey; two sons, Billie Rue Nix and wife, Janice,
Murray, and Danny Morris Nix and wife, Shirley, Jacksonville, Fla.;
six grandchildren, Debra Crabtree, Woodlands, Texas, Jerry nicker.
Murray, Larry Tucker, Kirkscy, Chris Nix and Holly Nix, both of
Jacksonville. Fla.. and John Paul Nix, Oxford, Miss.; 13 greatgrandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren.

Fredrick Brewer
Private family services for Fredrick Brewer will be held in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. No visitation is scheduled.
Mr. Brewer, 59. Murray Paris Road, Hazel, died
Wednesday, Aug. 29, 2007, at 6:40 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He was of Christian faith and served as a Navy
corpsman in Vietnam.
Born Feb. 14, 1948, in Lebanon, Tenn., he was
the son of the late Fredrick Brewer Sr. and Margaret Evelyn Taylor
Brewer.
Survivors include one son, Fredrick Brewer III, Hazel; one
daughter. Mrs. Monica Evelyn Sessoms and husband, Ed,
Plainfield. III., three grandchildren. Nicole Evelyn Sessoms, Kyle
Edward Sessoms and Bradley Thomas Row.

Joseph Edward Adrian
Joseph Edward Adrian, 23. Calvert City, died Wednesday. Aug
29, 2007, at 4:10 a.m. His death was from attunes sustained in an
automobile accident.
He attended North Marshall Church of Chnst One brother,
Ronald Robert Adrian, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his parents. Ronald Adrian and Laurie
Beesecker Adrian. Calvert City; one brother, Aaron Francis Adrian.
Grand Rivers: one nephew. Brandon Adrian, Calvert City; three
nieces, Macy Adrian and Kaya Adrian. both of Grand Rivers, and
Meghan Belcher. Hardin.
A Gathering of Remembrance will he Saturday from 10 a.m. to
noon at Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home. Benton.

George 0. Hall
George () Hall, gr.. Old Hickory, Tenn., died Sunday. Aug. 26.
2007, at a hospital there
A veteran of World War II, he was born June 24.
1921. in Golden Pond, Ky.. to the late Walter M. Hall
and Kathryn Young Hall Preceding him in death
were one son. Jimmy Hall. and one sister, Annie
Davis.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mane Hall, to whom he had
been married for 66 years: one sister, Mrs. Barbara Hudson and husband. Tom, Gerry. Ind , one brother. Homer Hall and wife. Jeanetta.
Murray. Ky.. three grandchildren. 13 grandchildren
The funeral Vo AS Wednesday at 10 a.m in the chapel of
Hermitage Funeral Home. Old Hickory. Tenn. Dr. Ken Clayton officiated. Entombment was in the Wcxxilawn Cross Mausoleum.

After loss of 2 sons, father
says deaths have bolstered
his backing for Iraq war

CLOVIS, Calif. (AP)- A
father who lost a second son last
week in the Iraq war said
Thursday the support his family
has received has helped them
sustain their belief in the United
States' efforts to combat global
terrorism.
said
- "The nation's -at
Jeff Hubbard, the soldier's
father, a retired police officer.
"We just want people to support
the nation and what it's trying to
get accomplished by making the
world a better place."
Army Cpl. Nathan Hubbard,
21, died Aug. 22 in a helicopter
crash. He had enlisted at age 19
while still grieving for his older
brother, Marine Lance Cpl.
Jared Hubbard, who was killed
by a roadside bomb in Ramadi
in 2004.
A third brother, Army Spc.
Jason Hubbard, 33, was part of
the platoon that recovered
Nathan's body from the crash
site. After Nathan's death, Jason
was sent home from his unit and
was ordered not to redeploy to a
hostile fire zone.
Both brothers were in the
same platoon on a scouting mission observing a treacherous
stretch of road south of Kirkuk.
Iraq, the day of the crash, the
surviving son said. Jason's team
left the area in a Black Hawk
first; another soldier aboard that
helicopter saw from the air that
the second aircraft had crashed.
"We kind of went into a holding pattern over this downed
bird," Jason Hubbard told
reporters, his voice steady. "It
was at that point where I began
to really fear that was the other
helicopter that picked up our
team."
His team was then assigned
to return to the desert and secure
the crash site, which meant
removing weitpons, equipment
and the bodies of their comrades
from the wreckage.
"I couldn't participate in
that," said Jason, wearing his
dress uniform. "I knew Nathan
was in there. I tried several time

to kind of gather myself, but I
just, I couldn't."
On Wednesday, their parents.
Jeff and Peggy Hubbard, led a
procession of cars to a Clovis
funeral home after a flag-draped
carrying - Nathan
casket
Hubbard's remains arrived at a
Fresno-Yosemite -Inieniatioifif
Airport.
Jeff Hubbard lost his composure for a moment Thursday as
he asked mourners who knew
his youngest son to remember
him as a thoughtful athlete who
graced the lives of those around
him.
"He was not an intense guy,"
his father said. "Everything
about him was soft. He wanted
to help people."
After Jared's death, the couple were conflicted when their
two surviving sons announced
they wanted to enlist, in part to
heal from the loss of their brother. They were proud, but they
wanted to make sure the sons
were doing it for the right reasons and understood the risks,
he said.
Nathan's mother and sister
Heidi, 31, did not participate in
the interview.
Since learning of their
youngest son's death, the family
has been through moments of
absolute physical and emotional
devastation, Jeff Hubbard said,
but they were trying to "rejoin
the human race" even as they
grieved.
Throughout the week, friends
and acquaintances have organized candlelight vigils, delivered
meals and posted prayers on
Nathan's MySpace page, hoping
to ease their pain at losing a son
all recalled as a lighthearted
spirit.
"The military tries to change
people a little bit, and make
them a certain way to fit their
mold," Jason said."He wouldn't
break. He was still Nate."
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Iraqi government calls
for other militias to
freeze their operations
BAGHDAD (AP) - The
Iraqi government called on
armed groups to follow the lead
of the biggest Shiite militia and
freeze their operations, while
the U.S. military this morning
reported the deaths of two more
American service members in
fighting against Sunni insurgents.
A statement by Prime
Minister Nouri al-Maliki's
office welcomed Wednesday's
decision by anti-American cleric Muqtada al-Sadr to freeze
attacks by his Mahdi militia for
up to six months as a step
toward "affirming security and
stability."
The statement, issued late
Thursday, said al-Sadr's move
offered "a good chance" to
"suspend the work of other milltias" to restore "the integrity
and sovereignty of Iraq."
Al-Sack issued the order
after his fighters were suspected
of a role in this week's gunfights-during a religious festival
in Karbala that killed up to 51
people.
A shadowy faction of the
Mahdi Army -the Free Men's
Brigade - rejected al-Sadr's
order, noting that the young
cleric had said in the past that
only the country's Shiite reli.giousieadership could halt the
militia's operations - "
Little is known of the faction, which emerged this month
in southern Iraq. Al-Sadr loyalists in Baghdad suspect its ranks
include mostly Shiites who
were Saddam Hussein supporters.
Al-Sadr's order appeared to
have had a calming effect in
Baghdad, where police on
Thursday found only five bodies of bullet-riddled victims of
sectarian death squads.
In Sadr City, the Shiite slum
in northeast Baghdad, residents
said there was no sign of Mahdi
militiamen, who normally
cruise the streets in cars and
converge on al-Sadr's office_in_
the evening. The Mahdi Army
has been accused by Sunni Arab
politicians of massacring thousands of Sunni Arabs.
The U.S. military believes
Iranian-backed splinter groups
from the organization have been

responsible for most of the
recent attacks in the Baghdad
area that have caused American
casualties.
Mahdi militiamen have been
locked in a bitter struggle with
other armed Shiite groups for
supremacy in the Shiite southem heartland of southern Iraq,
which includes major religious
shrines and the bulk of the
country's vast oil wealth.
The two U.S. service memhers - a Marine and an Army
soldier - were
killed
Wednesday in fighting in Anbar
province, the Sunni Arab
stronghold west of Baghdad, the
military said.
That brings the total U.S.
troop deaths in Iraq to at least
79 this month, one more than
the July total, which was the
lowest monthly figure this year.
The U.S. statement gave no
further details.
However, the military said
Marines
from
the
5th
Regimental Combat Team
killed 12 suspected al-Qaida in
Iraq and destroyed two vehicles
in fighting Wednesday near the
Anbar city of Fallujah.
Marine AV-8B Harrier jets
dropped two precision-guided
bombs, and Marines also called
in artillery strikes against the
insurgents during the battle, the
military said.
"Numerous weapons and
roadside bomb making matetials were also found," the U.S.
statement said.
U.S. officials have reported a
dramatic drop in violence in
Anbar after numerous Sunni
Arab community leaders broke
with al-Qaida in Iraq last year.
Some members of other insurgent groups have joined forces
with the U.S. to hunt down alQaida members.
The apparent turnaround in
Anbar is expected to figure
prominently in September
reports to Congress, where
prominent Democrats and
Republicans have called for a
drawdown in U.S. forces here.
The reports, including one
by the top U.S. commander
Gen. David Petraeus, are
expected to point to some limited success in curbing violence.

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
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1. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
' 4. Custom upholstery and rf 5 e,en done in house
5. Interior design 'evicts designed to fit your budget
to fabrication to professiona, nstailation, your work rs don(
in house by our
staff

Come check out the Reed Interiors difference for yourself!
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In Need Of.

Regardless of your prior credit history: Good
or bad, our company specializes in securing
loans for the every situation. We have over 20
financial institutions that are competing daily
to provide someone just like you with
financing for that new vehicle you deserve
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Volunteer Training for Murray
City Schools is scheduled
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Angel Alert issued for furniture
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YARD OF MONTH: The Garden Department of the Murray Woman s Club has selected the
yard of Alberta and Bill Akin; of 219 Squire Rd., Murray, for the August Yard of the Month.
Department members said the selectickt was made because of how the couple had kept their
flowers blooming throughout the drought.

Local Red Cross chapter reviews past
disasters and plans future programs
By Tory Daughrfty
Calloway County Red Cross
Director
-No yeas after Hurricanes
Katrina. Rita and Wilma
slammed into our country. corn
murmurs continue to grasp the
painful realities of recovery. Just
as important. relief agencies
more clealy see how we can
better meet disasters head-on
As the storms looked like
they would toll in. the Red
Cross mobdired chapters across
the nation The numbers behind
our response are mind bog
glsng -68 million meals -and
snacks for sursisors. X mil
lion overnight stays for es*.
tiers. and 1.4 million filIM be%
• more than 4 million people
benefited_ from the generosity of Red Cross donors
More than I percent of the entire
was
population
American
touched by some direct enter gent y response lust after the
stomp.
The Calloway County Chap
ter iit the Red Cross here in
Murray was a pan of this ma.
sive response The chapter in
response to Ilumcate Katrina
Prosided In local solunleers who deployed to provide
disaster relict;
more
than
Pros ided
573.falli I sw.t.trwe to the
Iii
C
Katrina evacuee-.
located .rt- the Camp WON
shelter.
.Proseded solunteers• and
stall .0 the opp WON shelter. and
than
Collected
more
S3S.000 for the Hurricane Kat
rum disaster rebel Mort
The state of Kentucky, the
organization opened one shelter. provided a safe place for
hunicane at ores with a total
1)1
1 ,t444 1 4)% emasht,stay:"and
more than 1.497 people from
the state and from around the
nation helped their neighbors
n need
For many, this immediate
aid was just a first step on a
kips mad to recovery Today
the Red Cross continues to
support survisors. A family's
abiht) to get , hack on their
feet is not a quick rot. e%en
if they have a place to sleep
and food to eat
The Red Cross Hurricane

211117
11w Red ('noss doesn't do
this alone It's a team effort
More than 500 community
orgaiirattim• came together
with the Red Cross to maximitre rebuilding and recovery
Unfortunately, despite all this.
the entire nonprofit sector does
not have the financial resources
It, meet the needs of everyone
affected
As thts hunicane season
nears its peak. the Red Cross
continues to answer the call
nationwide • We are helping
flooded Midwesterners, forest
tire I-letters in the West .and
miners' families. among;othcr.
As the Red Cross manages
today's needs, we have to look
ahead. too.
My message: Preparedness
reduCes hardships in an emergency Each of us has an individual responsibility to be prepared. and this is a team effort.
as well.
The Red Cross is building
mew relationships for better
emergency response, we learn
from every esent we manage,
we keep training people to
respond wisely in she face of
an emergency, Of costae, we
always encourage (and tniin)
new volunteers — a key quality of our 126-year tradition
of serrice. We are is need of
solurneers • !is, want to make
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Recovery Program has met stirvisors' most difficult mental.
•ernotional
challenges, assessing needs.
long-term recovery planning
and emotional support_
Here are some of the results:
- 12.000 sun isms received
mental health care support
through the Red Cross Access
to ('are initiative. • '
- 4.10) families
have
detailed - recovery plans and
enhanced access to local
resouttes with the help of
trained disaster case workers,
- More than 1.400 families
used our Means to .1tecovery
resource to help repair homes.
get to a pito and for workrelated supplies or Job training: wad
15,111M
of
Katrina'N
yOUdgeSil WIN PAH% attended
SUMITICI CarrIpS in 2006 and
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a difference locally, regionally, and nationally.
ff you- are- interestect-please
contact the c-hapter. at 753-1421
or attend the following disaster services training, which
requires pre-registration.
—Sept. 5, 5 to 9 p.m. —
Volunteer Oncntation & Fulfilling Our Mission at MCCH
Center for Health & Wellness
—Sept. IS. 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
— ERV: Ready. Set Roll at
George Wcaks Community Center
--Sept. 15. 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
-- Fulfilling Our Mission &
Mass Care Overview at MCC.H
Center for Health & Wellness
--Oct. 17, I to 4 p.m. -Volunteer Orientation & Fulfilling Our Mission at .George
Weaks -Community Center
19, I to 4 p.m. —
Fundamentals
of
Disaster
Assessment at MCCH Center
for Health & Wellness
20. 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
ERVI Ready. _Set. Roll at
George Weak% C'timmunity ('enter
,—Nov. 7. 4 to 7 p.m. -Volunteer Orientation & Fulfilling Our Mission at George
Weak% C'ommunity Center
--Nov. 9, I to 4 p.m. —
CAS Basics at MCCH Center
for Health & Wellness
-- Nov. 13-14. 5 to 9 p.m.
Client Casework: Providing Emergency Assistance at
M('Cll ('enter for Health &
WeltricTos
Our work at the Red Cross
creates a safer and more prePared region, Out work also
supports our neighbors in times
of trouble. Thank you for your
support. past. present and future
RN more informatiom. on the
Hurricane Recovery Prograni.
call 1-1466-GET-INIR). For more
information on volunteering,
contact the chapter at 7531421;
For more information on how
you and your family can get
go
to
prepared.
www.redcroworg. attend the
Family Preparedness Night on
Sept_ 4 at 'S M) p.m at George
Weak% Community Center or
Disaster Blaster at Lowe's on
Sept 22 from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.

Ail Angel - ATerlita-been—issued---by the Calloway County
Family Resource Center for a couch, chair, and kitchen table
and chairs for a single parent family. Anyone having any items
to donate call the center at 762-7333.

Judicial building dosed Monday
The Calloway Judicial building will be closed on Monday
in observance of the Labor Day holiday, according to Linda
Avery, circuit court clerk. Regular hours of the building are 8
a.m. to 5:30 p.m., Monday through Thursday and 8 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. on Friday.

Murray Lodge will meet Monday
Murray Lodge #I05 of Free and Accepted Masons will meet
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall. Bobby Hale, master,
urges all members to attend.

Four Rivers group will not meet
Four Rivers Music Fnends will not meet on Sunday at 2
p.m. at Calloway County Public Library because the library
will .be closed for cleaning carpets and Labor day. For more
information contact Velvaleen at 753-69'79.

Public Library closed for four days
Calloway County Public Library will be closed for four
driys for the Labor Day holiday weekend. During this period
of Friday, Saturday, Sunday and Monday, the carpets in the
library will be cleaned. Ben Graves, library director, said "we
take this opportunity on a holiday to have our carpets cleaned
so they will be completely dry when we reopen Tuesday morning at 8 a.m." Regular hours for the library are 8 a.m. to 8
p.m.. Monday through -Friday. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Saturday,
and 1 to 5 p.m. on Sunday.

Ruling Star Lodge plans promotion
Ruling Star Lodge will have special promotion on Saturday
front tff a.m. to I p.m. at 210 Willora. St., Murray, behind
Murray Supply. The group will be selling BBO, smoked rubs
and chickens as a fundraiser for the lodge.Ribs, full slab, will
be SI3 and whole chickens will be $6.

Park pool to be open three days
The swimming pool at Murray-Calloway County Central
Park will be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on Saturday and
Monday and from I to 6 p.m. on Sunday, according to Mike
Sykes, aquatics director.

Grogan reunion on Sunday
The annual Grogan reunion will be Sunday. Sept. 2, at 1
p.m. at University Church of Christ. A potluck meal will be
served. For more information call 759-3159.

Charlton reunion on Saturday
The Charlton family reunion, descendants of Grover and
Beatrice Charlton, will be Saturday at the Woodmen of the
World Service Center. 330 C.C. Lowry Dr.. Murray. A potluck
meal will be served at noon. For questions or requests for
direetionii to the -new- location--for the- reunion -call -Pat Unmet
at 492-8203.

CCHS Class of 1987 !plans reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1987 will have its
20-year reunion on Saturday in the Murray room of the Regional Special Events Center of Murray State University.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled .to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
niorr information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Art Guild offering classes
Murray An gild is offering Youth Art Classes beginning
September. Classes include "Messy Friday" for 3-6 years old;
"After School Studio in Painting and Drawing- for ages 6-9
and "MAG Juniors for ages 10-13. For more information see
murrayanguild.org or contact the guild at 753-4059 or mums
yartguild0 murray-ky.net.

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight
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Courthouse closed Monday

Calloway County Courthouse will be closed
on Monday in observance of the Labor Day
holiday, according to Judge Executive Larry Elkins.

SHOWTMES BEFORE 6 RSA
ON Sat a Suist ONLY

The Bourne Ultimatum
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Volunteer trainings for Murray Elementary School; Murray Middle School and Murray High School will be held at the office
of the Murray Board of Education,200 South
13th St., Murray, on the following days
and times:
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.; Wednesday at 3:30
p.m. and Thursday at 8 a.m.
Jean Bennett, coordinator, said "You
need to attend one session regardless of where
you plan to solunteer." For information
call Bennett at 7534363.

MURRAY APPLIANCE
.`1.2 5

%lain "street • 751-1C8rts

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be tonight
from 7 to 9 in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist
Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured will be Janice Schecter and As One. There is no admission charge, but
items for Need Line will be accepted_ For more information
call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory -bound@ hotmail.com.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous. a Chnst-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p m at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a nde call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shnners sponsor Bingo each Enday starting at 6:30
m at the Shnnc Club facility. Ky 121 North. Murray. Proceds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

Beginning Pinochle Class planned
Location:
alloiray County
I arm Bureau Office

A Beginning Pinochle Class for those 60 and older will be
offered at Murray-f'alloway County Senior Citizens Center.
located at 607 Poplar St., in the Weeks Community Center
I lasses will he held each Wednesday an September from 9 to
I a.m. an the education room Conducted by Francis Latham.
The class size will be limited. For more information or to sign
up, call the center at 753-0929.
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Center for Health &
Wellness hosting
educational events

Albro to
speak at
Operation
PARENT
Seminar
Pennyrile Narcotics Task
Force Director Cheyenne Albro
will be featured speaker next
week during Murray's first
Operation PARENT seminar,
according to a news release
from Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abuse Prevention(CC-ASAP).
Operation PARENT(Parents
Attending Resistance Education Narcotics Training) will
focus on when parents should
start speaking to their children
about drug and alcohol abuse.
The seminar will take place
from 6 p.m. until 9 p.m. on
Thursday. Sept. 6 at Murray
State University's Wrather
Museum.
Topics of interest during the
seminar will include a history
of drug use, learning signs of
drug use and effective intervention. learning prevention
techniques and awareness of
treatment resources. Patrons
will also get a chance to view
drugs and drug paraphernalia
which will make them easier
to identify.
The event is sponsored by
CC-ASAP, the American Criminal Justice Association, MSU's
Lambda Alpha Epsilon and the
Delta Regional Project.
For more information, contact Shawn Miller at 1-270824-3734, Vicki Yonts at I 270-534-0255 or Pat Hammack
at 1-270-635-0758.

Photo provided

SOCIETY MEETING: The Calloway County Genealogial Society will meet Friday, Sept. 7, at
11 a.m. at the Calloway County Public Library Annex. Judge Larry Elkins will discuss the purpose of the Board for Presentation and Maintenance of Calloway Cemeteries. Visitors are
welcome. Pictured at the last meeting are, from left, standing, are Frances Spillman, Clyde
Tidwell and Cad Dalton, and seated, Shirley Brown, Carolyn Tidwell and Becky Jo Jones.

Outstanding juniors attend event
FRANKFORT, Ky. — Governor Ernie Fletcher has
released the names of the 1,148
outstanding high school juniors who attended this year's
Governor's Scholarship Program (GS) for five weeks. in
June and July.
"The program is a tremendous educational opportunity
for these young people," said
Gov. Fletcher. "The program
exposes students to a wide range
of leadership and educational
experiences that will benefit
them throughout their lives."
Students from public and
private schools who completed the program represented all
of Kentucky's 120 counties. A
statewide selection committee
chose the participants for the
program from nominations submitted from each Kentucky

school district. Selection criteria included academic records
and test scores, teacher recommendations, extracurricular
activities and essays. The program is free to those who attend.
Scholars spent five weeks
on a college campus during
the program which this year
were held at Bellarmine University, Louisville, June 17-21,
Morehead State University at
Morehead, June 23 to July 27
and Centre College at Danville.
June 24 to July 28.
Local students attending
included the following:,
Rachel Erin Adams, Tatum
Elizabeth Dale, Courtney Renee
Elder, Janene Whitley Johnston, Heather Michelle Lowe,
Kristen Renee Mikulcik, James
Mitchell Morton, Danielle
Nicole Pritchett, Jessica Nicole

Torsak and Jacob Keith Wade,
Calloway County High School;
Laken Elizabeth Peal, Murray High School;
Michael Lee Bridges, Lindsey Paige Farris, Courtney Elise
Nicole
Michelle
Graves,
Hawkins and Teddy Duane
Mays, Graves County High
School;
Alexander Clay Green, Kaitlyn Dawn Hawkins. Andrew
Logan Myers and Brent Allen
High
Simpkins, Mayfield
School;
Brittany Lynn Banik. Cara
Ann Bohman. Rachel Elizabeth Brashear, Krystal Renea
Brindley, Kirstin Patricia Henry.
Sara Eileen Johnson, Will
Andrew Johnson and Ross
Rogers, Marshall
William
County High School.

room and field assignments
which included learning first
aid, uniform regulations, combat water survival, marksmanship, hand-to-hand combat and
assorted weapons training.
They performed close order
drill and operated as a small
infantry unit during field training.
Thom and other recruits also
received instruction on the
Marine Corps' core values —
honor, courage and commitment, and what the core values mean in guiding personal

and professional conduct.
Thorn and fellow recruits
ended the training phase with
The Crucible, a 54-hour, team
evolution culminating in an
emotional ceremony in which
recruits are presented the
Marine Corps Emblem, and
addressed as "Marines" for the
first time in their careers.

ServIceNews

George Mason Tudor

WKCTC
hires area
resident
for position

Marine Corps Pvt. Kenneth
R.Thom,son of Joyce D. Geisel
of Murray, Ky., recently completed 12 weeks of basic training at Marine Corps Recruit
Depot, Parris Island, S. C.,
designed to challenge new
Marine recruits both physically and mentally.
Thorn and fellow recruits
began their training at 5 a. m..
by running three miles and
performing calisthenics.
In addition to the physical
conditioning program, Thom
spent numerous hours in class-

The following are remainders of events planned for the
coming week that were recently published in the Murray Ledger
de Times:

ACCEPTING INTERNAL
MEDICINE PATIENTS!

AidaICaupLea

Julie K. Nance.°nice Manager & Medical ,kaaistant;
David L Case. M.D.; Rends H. Carter RN, IISN, OCN
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Dr. David Case opened his practice in Murray. KY in November
2004. A native of Georgia. Dr. Case has brought a wealth of
experience and knowledge to the Murray community.
Dr. Case is board certified by the American Board of Internal
Medicine, with subspecialty certification in Medical Oncology .
hematology, and Geriatrics. He recertified in Medical Oncology•
in 2005, and Hematology in 2006.
He currently has admitting privileges at Murray Calloway County
Hospital, and consulting privileges at both Marshall County and
Trigg County Hospitals.
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Terra Vance & Nicholas Webber
Katie Lepore k Mitchell Tucker
Brandy Hamby & Deltic Gordon
lithe Pritchard k Damon Cohoon
Ashley Cook & Ryan Darkest:1k
Jennifer Small idosh Garland
Hamilton Is Brandon Kindle
ourtney Murphy It Witham Morn,

To find out
what's
happenin
in your
community
read the

THREE GREAT SERVICES. ONE INCREDIBLE VALUE!
SAVE OVER $700 WHEN YOU BUNDLE ALL THREE SERVICES!'

September 4th,.2c,07.

knehma Stewart it Bradley Heath

0 pentve-t

The Center for Health &
Wellness will offer free monthly screenings on Tuesday, Sept.
18 from 8 a.m. to noon and
I to 3 p.m. for blood pressure, osteoporosis, vision and
glaucoma. For more information or to set up an appointment, call the center at 7621348.
The American Cancer Society (1 Can Cope)Support Group
will meet on Tuesday, Sept.
18 from 7 to 8 p.m. in the
Center for Health & Wellness
Classroom. For more information, contact the center at 7621348.
The Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet on Thursday, Sept. 20 from 5:30 to
6:30 p.m. in the Center for
Health & Wellness Classroom.
For more information, contact
Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.
The Breast Cancer Support
Group will meet on Tuesday,
Sept. 25 from 6:30 to 7:30
p.m. in the Center for Health
& Wellness Classroom. For
more information, call Evelyn
Wallis at 489-2462.
Persons interested in learning more about dietary fats
and cholesterol may receive
information on the course,
"Come Get The Low Down
on Cholesterol" with Registered Dietitian Rebecca Wright,
MS, RD, LD on Tuesday. Sept.
25 from noon to 12:30 p.m.
The discussion will be explaining the different types of fats
and food sources of each. For
more information or to sign
up, call 762-1348.
For more information on programs or free screenings at the
Center for Health & Wellness,
call 762-1348.

Coen/ 7eerr2iners

Megan Leigh Raspberry, daughter of Tony and Cheryl
PADUCAH, Ky. — West
Kentucky Community and Tech- Raspberry of Hazel, and Daniel Wayne Oliver, son of Ronnical College has recently hired nie and Kim Oliver of Princeton. will be married Saturday.
George Mason Tudor from Hen- Sept. I. 2007, at 3 p.m. at Hazel Baptist Church. Hazel. All
derson as the Academic Sup- relatives and friends are invited.
port Center Coordinator.
Angel Dawn Burkeen, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
Tudor is a graduate of Murray State University with a Dillon of Murray and Rodney Burkeen of Benton, and Todd
bachelor's in creative writing Christopher Clere, son of Rev. E.F. Clere and the late Nancy
and literature and a master's Clere of Murray, will be married Saturday, Sept. I. 2007, at
6 p.m. at Higher Praise Worship Center, Murray. All relatives
degree in English.
He taught at Murray State and friends are invited
University as an adjunct faculty member.
Tudor resides in Murray with
his wife. Wendy and son,
George Carter
In order to better serve our patients and
community, David L. Case, M.D. will start
CM ANcLitztial\
accepting internal medicine patients

/

The Center for Health &
Wellness at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will offer educational events during the
month of September, which
will be offered to members,
MCCH employees, as well as
the general community.
There will be an AARP
Driver's Safety Course at the
Center for Health & Wellness
Classroom on Wednesday from
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. The class is
limited to 25 people. The cost
is $2 for Prime Life members
and $10 for those who are not
Prime Life members. Pre-r4
istration is required for this
class. For more information or
to register, call 762-1348.
Moments
Miracle
The
Maternity Center will offer Prepared Childbirth Classes at the
Center for Health & Wellness
Classroom on Mondays, Sept.r
10, 17 and 24 from 7 to 9
p.m. Pre-registration is required
for all the classes. For more
information, or to arrange for
a personalized tour of the maternity unit or to pre-register for
any of the classes, call Elizabeth Khadem at 762-1940.
The Center for Diabetes will
hold Diabetes Self-Management
Classes in the Center for Health
& Wellness Classroom. The
classes will be on Tuesday, Sept.
II and Wednesday, Sept. 12
and again Wednesday. Sept. 26
and Thursday, Sept. 27 from
8 a.m. to 4:30 M,These two
day classes help creaje awareness on the latest dia tic treatments and self-m agement
techniques availabl . Fore more
information, or to sign up for
the classes, call 762-1806 or
1-800-822-1840, ext. 1806.
Stop smoking today with
the Cooper-Clayton Smoking
Cessationclass will begin Tuesday. Sept. 11 and the will meet
every Tuesday for 13 weeks
from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. The
Cooper-Clayton method to stop
smoking is a 13-week program, which provides weekly
education sessions in a support environment. The program
encourages the use of nicotine
replacement therapy. To register, call the Center for Health
and Wellness at 762-1348.
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
IIKENTRIPTS
scsvawnt DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
s•btisth School

Sat 000• m
Sat 10 15• In

1111111MAN
ST. MAWS ANGLICAN CHURCH
Idayfeeid
nu.. KS 42vel
-may wet!
Serves
tiromi • m
Feast Ley Seems reran the kertor
leer
APOMLIC
API0CTOLV HOW rELLOWIIRIP
Sunda y
1000•in
646pm
Tiesday
645pm
Thureday

ir SKI

Hors lawman'CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10 30 0 m
Sunday Evening Woestup 600 p m
Wedneoday bible Study
7 00 p m

SIIPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Wore/11p
11 00• m
F!vening Worship
600 pm
CHER*,L'LLIINER
tielf.dely School
10• m
11 am 46pm
Worship
COI.DWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
4 46• m
Herring Services
1100am
F•ef..114
( Sen..ode
410 pm
LIEXTICR BAPTIST CHURCH
Wedneeday Senor.
6 30p
Sunday School
10130 am
Worship Servile
II 00• m
pm
Sunday Night
6
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
9(6)• rri
sundry School
10 00• m & 6 .110 p m
Worship
I/triples/up Tr•ining
pm

LONE OAK PRIMMVE
100pm
lat Sunday
400 pm
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10 50• Ill
Morrung Worship
Evelyne Worship
1500pm

A Labor
of Love

MOUNT HOW razrvnu. RAPTOR
Sunday *Neil
I.
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
MortlIft& Worship
I I ir
F.Veftlit& Wore/yip
"II) p'
NORTH/ODE
1000•ni
Morning Worship
Eyeieuri
,Worship
900pm

SHILOH ruu.GOSPEL ASSILIOILY
Thursday Night
7 00 p m
Sunday Morning
10 00• m
Sunday Evening
7-00 p m

Whether it is physical, mental,or a
4 combination of the two, it feels good
to work hard at something that we
are skilled at and enjoy doing. On
the other hand, some tasks are sheer
drudgery or are so difficult that they
frustrate us. When we are doing
something that we truly enjoy and
are good at, we seem to find our
own most unique and true self.
Ironically, we sometimes lose ourselves in our work. It may happen
unexpectedly: while playing a musical instrument,
operating a machine or writing a poem. In these situations, when we are doing what we love, it often feels
that this is what we are meant to do, with good rea-.on. God has a plan for all of us, and part of that plan
is finding the work or vocation that is uniquely suited to us. When we find it, we will know intuitively
that we have found our life's work. If we haven't
tound it yet, we should keep looking and reflect
prayerfully on what our talents are and how we can
hest put them to good use. We should remember that
we will be happiest when doing work that we enjoy,
that we are good at, and most importantly, that which
benefits others.

NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday School
10 00•m
Worship
II•m 46 pm
OAR GROVE
Sunday School
10• m
Worship
II am It 7pla
OWENS CHAPEL
Sunday School
1000• m
Preaching
I I 00• m
Prayer Sem..
S 30 p in
Chen+
4461 p
POPLAR 11,1013
Sunday School
10. m
Worship 45 • ni & 11 am & 6 p m
MIEN BAPTIST
Sunday School
1000• rn
Worship
11 am & 6 pm
7
p rn
Wednesday
SCOTTS 6111 WE
Sunday School
945. m
Worship Service
10 45 a m
Evening Worship
600 p m
Wednesday Prayer /darting 7 00 p m
Prayer is Faiiting fur Spiritual
AV,akrntne
Sat 6 p m 10 pm
KINKING SPRING
Sunday School
10 sin
Worshi p
II•m & 6 pm
ed nvotta
7pm

EMMANUE11. MINNIONARY
I010)• rn
Sunday School
II
Morning Worahip
m
Afterrosm Worehip
fillOpm
Wed Itible Stud. II Youth 7
pm

MANIVIIIR LAND
IMMO=INTERNATIONAL
7pm
Tuesdays Bak Shady
Saturdays Bileitual Trairung 6 p m
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p m

$OUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10•rsi
Wordy!p
II • m , 6 30 p
Wed/v*4as
7pm

Krum cam

FAITH BAPTDIT
Morning Worship
11 Oil • m
6(6 pm
F;vening Worship
EITJIGUNON SPIUNGIS BAPTIST
Slavin 'delve..
1040,• m
11 III)• m a 600 p m
Worehip
7
p rn
Virdreset•S
ITIIRWT RAPTINT
surst•T
&
& a p ft.
BAPTIST
1011.1
suriday
Morning Worship
I is a rci
F:•irning Worstup
6 4r. p m
GREATILII HOPE MISSIONARY
sunday hool
V 30 a m
Worship
45• m
GII.A1 1E BAPTIST
9 10 • in
sundae S reWorritop
10 Ciarn ecipm
r.Airrirom BAPTIST(W)1M
siirsility *hose
10• m
%I wrong Worship
11 am Afipm
'Asdronday
7 p in
HARDIN BAPTIST
eon
Worship
9 15•10 30• my
00 A 15 & 10 30• ni
sun Schools
1..Vdeelityr Wor•iiip
11(6) pm
Weethesl•t Worstop
7 pm
HAZEL.IIAP'EUTT
Yunatay hee.I
9 10• m
Worship
s •in & 5.10pes
h Ipmi.rW
5 30 pm.
Wort•r•da Woe•hip
7)9) pm
HIliTIOP BAPTIST
5•n4a• Sth.a.l
10 00•os
Worship Serrue II 110•es •6 p re.
Wednesday
700pm
ItIRESET mummy
Worship
•
II 00•m
• ana
5 307 30 p
Training fl10111
$41.141
Y./1111V Vinf•411p
4-20 p

Sunday Schrsil
Worship Service.
Duinpleship Training

000 a in
10* ni
6pm

For we are fellow workers for God;
you are God's field, God's building.

ST. JOHN
Sunda) School
Ilurning Worship

1131)•at
II • m

R.S.V. 1 Corinthians 3:9

'CRT GROVE
Sunday Srhes.i
1000•In
Morning Worship
Ilse &Ape
7 00 p ia
S.dtamila I Worship

FELLOWSHIP
3p m
7pm

CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
Bible School
0-30•m
Worship
11 30 am &7p m
Wed Bible Study
7 p in
nday Worship
7pm
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
I I) nadiee dent
Grove
Sunday School
10-00 am
Worship
10 45 am
K ye n ing Service
7 30 p m
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
Pralae arid Worship 16 5., ir k pm
Wednesday Fatally Tram.iiii
7 Pl
NEW LIFT CHRISTIAN CENTER
10 30• m
Sundays
Wednesdays
7 00 p m
AMERICA'S CHURCH OF GOD
140tY Sycamore Si
1000•m & 500pm
Sundays
MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Morning Worship
10 00 a m
Sunday School
10 I5am
Worship
1100am
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
Sunday Morning
11 -00•m
Wednesday Evening
630 p m

=MEI WifINCSIES
JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9 30 a m
Watchtower Study
10 30 a m
LATIERAII
IMMANUEL LUTHKRAN
Bible Study
9-00 a m
Worship
10 30 a m

ESTESOIST

SUGAR C1111111
II)•
sundai to hal
Worship.
II am & 6pm
Wcdryrsday
7pm
WEMT FOLUI
Morning Worship
11(4)• U.
7(M) pro
Wedneday
Sunday F.yening
600 p m

COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
Monday School
930 a m
Morning Worship
10 15• Ti.
EveflIng Worattip
6 00 p m
Wed Bible Study
701-ipm

WIDITSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
is 10• m
Sunday School
10 30• m SapIn
Worship
W..dn..4.y
7pm

DEXTER
Sunday School
930 a m
Worship
1030•ro & 600pm
Wednesday
7 00 p m
EILIENDWIP
Sunday School
l000am.
!Comma Worship
11-00•ea
Sunday Night
660 pm
Wednesday Night
7 00 p m
GREEN PLAIN
Bible Study
1000 a m
Morning Sense
10 45• m
600 p m
Evening Worship
7 00 p
Viedn«day Worship

BETHANY BAPTIST CHIIIICH
Sunday Si hool
10• in
Worship
11 am lk 6 pm
W•dneada y
7pm
VICTORY 11111111.11ST CHURCH
10•m
Sunday Si houl
Worship
Ilam 46pm
WertneadaY
7pm

OffESLIC

HAZEL CHURCH OF cautiwr
4
Bair Study
Ye SO • m
Monlifidt Widr•tlip
6 00 p rn
Feening Worship
7(0) pm
Mid Week Worship
mer,txr• GROVE CHCBC11 OF CREST
Bib).) law
901)•m
Morning Worohip
10 00•m
701) pm
Wednesday Night

ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
4 011 p
Saturday Main
311• rn
Sunday Maw
NT. LEO UAT/1101JC CHURI'H
6 le p in
Saturdeiv Mass
Sunday Masers
sa ni 6 11 a n.

CEESTIIE

LIOSETTICS MISSIONAIT BAPTIST
Sunday Sttea..
iLl(s) Lin
l'rearhing
11•111.4 1100Pw
Viedneada, S.ght
700p a.
BAPTIST I
11
Sunday se
•m
Worship
II am •Spm
Wednesday Worship
7
p so

UNITY OF
Sunday
Wednesday

AUSIORA CHU/CELAN
Worship
',lain 116pm
Bible Study Sunday
I..• In
Itible Study Wectnewiss
7 p in
MIST CHRISTIAN
is (s) a rn
Sunday School
Worsts.* Sarnia
I"Sam
MURBAY (1111.1STIAN IILLLOWISUP
hie Sehool
9 30•in
worship
10 30•m
yacung Sams.
&00 p.m

EllUDIRT L•HURL'H OF L'HRIPIT
Sunday Schrol
1000• in
Moneta& Vior•hlp
10 30 a m
Evening Worsh.p
700 p m
sut.rte, Its Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE(*BIRCH OF CHEW
Sunday `Whirl
10 00•in
Morning Worship
II It•In
Lvooin Worship6.00 p

9i11111M 111111111
School
10 30 a m
Iteading Moon. Even Vied 12 .1 p en
Ind Wednesday
740.) p a,
CMS= Or Clint
ALIN)CHURCH OE IMONT
'4 00•
NSW tkiron
'4 SO • QS
Meeleeng Wow p
11•Mill&&
r

SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10 45• m
Evening Worstup
6 00 p m
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF MUST
5 arn 8 •rn 46pm
Worship
Bible Study
10 15• in
Wed Bible Study
7pm
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship
10 50 a m
Evening Worship
1100 p m
UNIVERSITY
Bible Clawed,
900 am
Worship
in di 600 pm
WEST MURRAY
Worship
10 50• in
Evening Worship
$00 p m
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
900•m
600 p m
Evening
700 pm
Wedneeday

CONICS IfENS=UK
If Lif1111 IST
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
Of LATTICE DAY memo
101)0• m
Sunday Prowth.sid
Sunday Sch.,1
II In m
Sacrament Meeting
1210 pm
SPISCIDNIL
WI. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10 30• m
Worship
Sunday School
900• m
Sunday Worship
500 p in
12 00 p m
Tuesday

BETHEL tzar=
Morning Worship
9-30•in
Sunday School
10-30 a.m
2nd k 4th Sun Night
600 p.m
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNTIED
Sunday School
1000•In
Morning Worship
11 00 am
1 at II 3rd Sun Night
6-00 p m
COLDWATER
Sunday School
1000 a m
II 00 a m
Worship
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
S 50 a m
Sunday School
9-50 a.ni
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
900 am
'ontemporary SeeVICie
Bible Study
10-00• m
Regular Worship
11 00• m
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
8 45 & 11 • m
Sunday School
950•m
GOOD SHEPHERD UNTIED
10-00• m
Sunday School
Worship Service
11 -00• m
GOSHEN METHODIST
900am
Sunday School
Morning Worship
10-00 a in
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
94.5• m
Sunday School
Worship
II 00•m
Wedrwwday Worship
7 05 p m
INDEPENDENCE IJNETED
Sunday School
10-00 am
Morning Worship
11 00• m
ILIRASEY UNITED
Sunday School
10-00•m
Morning Worship
II 00 ism

MT.CARMEL
1000 a.m
Worship
II 00• m
Sunday Sct...
MT. HF.BRON
1000•m
Worship
11-00 am
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNTIED
10-00 a in
Sunday School
11 -00 a m
Worship
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNTIED
030 a.m
Worship
11 00 a.m.
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9 45 a.m
Sunday School
104)1 am
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
900 a.m.
Sunday School
10-00•at
Preaching

WAYMEN CHAPEL AIDE CHURCH
10-00 a m
Sunday School
11 -00 am
Morning Service

EMI=
MURRAY CHURCH
9.45 a.m
Sunday School
10145 a.m.
Morning Worship
660 pm
Evening Worship
Wedneaday Worship
630 p.m

PEETICIISTIL
BE'THEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10-00. at.
Sunday School
Church
11 00 a m k 6:00 pmWednesday
7-00 p m

Brnitzt. APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 a.m.
Sunday Night
5:00 pm.
Wednesday Night
700 p.m.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
1000 r m
Worship
1100 •.m & 6 30 p
Wed Evening & Youth Service 7-00 p m
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p m.
MURRAY FIRST UPC
Sunday School
10'00 a.m.
Worship
1100 a.m.
Wednesday Worship
700 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
Sunday School
10 00 a m
Worship
11 am & 7 pm
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
600 p m
Saturday Evening
Worship
10 30 a m & 6 p m.
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
Sunday School k Worship
10 a.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m
NEW CONCORD
Sunday Worship k Service
10 a m
Worship Sun 6pm & Wed 7 p m
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Worship
10 50 a.m & 6 p m
7pm
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
Sunday School
10-00 a m
Worship Service
11130-7-30 pm

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
Sunday Sahiol
9 30 a m
Worship
1045 a m
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
Sunday School
10-00 a.in
Wondu p SPIN'S*
11.00•M

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday Scht0,1
1000 a m
Worship
II 00 a ro

NEW CONCORD
Worship
4 'Alain •6 p
Kohl. Clare*
9• m
Wednesday
7 p in
NEW PROVIDENCE
Bible Study
900• no
Worship
10 00• m 61100pm
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FITS BLOCK 8
READY MIX CO.
Ready Mix Concrsf*
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I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
— 2 71nzothy 4:7
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ChurchBulletins
Various
churches
have
released information concerning
their worship services for the
coming weekend as follows:
Westside Baptist: Rev.
Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will
speak about "Enjoying the good
of Your Labor" with scripture
from Ecclesiastes 3:11-13 at
the 10:30 a.m. worship service. Tommy Scott is minister
of music. The choir will sing
-My Life Is in Your hands"
with Lisa Heathcott presenting
special music. Assisting will
he John Yezerski and Larry
Dickerson, deacons of the week.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and no evening service
will be scheduled as this is Fan fly Life Sunday. T-Ray Manley is minister to youth and
Shelly Harris is minister to
preschool and children.
Grace Baptist Church: Bro.
Sammy Cunningham, pastor,
will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services.
Henry Nance is minister of
music with Sherry Fortner,
Oneida White and Kathy Garrison as accompanists. Eddie
Morris will give the children's
sermon and Brian Steward is
minister of youth. The choir will
sing 'Then Came the Morning" at the morning service
and Aaron Clayton will sing
a solo at the evening service.
Assisting will be James Rose,
deacon of the week, and Walter Bell, Roger Fox, Aaron
Dossey and Roger Humphrey,
ushers. Sunday School will be
at 9:30 a.m. and prayer meetings at 5:30 p.m. The church
sponsors "Experiencing Grace
on Sunday at 6 p.m. on Radio
WVHM 90.5 FM.
Glendale Road Church of
Christ: John Dale, minister,
will speak about "Our Mission
Statement, Part 2 - Reflect the
Life of Jesus" with scripture
from 2 Corinthians 4:7-11 at
the 9 a.m. worship service and
about "Because You've Asked
- What about betting, gam-

bling, lotteries, etc.?" with
scripture from / Corinthians
6:12 at the 6 p.m. worship
service. Leading the song service will be Joe Phillips at the
morning hour and Bob Beecher at the evening hour. Also
assisting will be Garry Evans,
involvement minister, Nick

Hutchens, youth minister, Kevin
Mack, Cody Gibbs, Bob Hargrove, Darrell Hargrove, Gene
McDougal, Kenny Hoover, Ted
Howard, Tony Kelly and Jeff
Lewis. A short worship service will be at 5 a.m. and Bible
classes at 10:15 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran: Rev.
Dr. Chad Foster, pastor, will
speak about "Friend, Move Up
Higher" with scripture from
Luke 14:10 at the 10:30 a.m.
14th Sunday after Pentecost
worship service. Holy Communion will be celebrated with
Fred Bless as elder. Sunday
School and Adult Bible Class
will be at 9 a.m.
of
Church
University
Christ: Don Riley will be the
guest speaker for the 40th
anniversary of the University
Christian Student Center at the
10 a.m. worship service.
Richard Youngblood, minister,
will speak about "What If You
Don't Get Everything Right"
with scripture from Acts 18:2329 at the 6 p.m. worship service. Assisting Sunday morning
will be Greg DeLancy, Tommy
Reid and Jeff Dunman. Danny
Claiborne is worship leader and
Roy Hawkins is youth and
family minister. Bible classes
will begin at 9 a.m.
First Christian: A "Music
Celebration" will be held at
the 10:15 a.m. worship service. Mark Dycus is minister
of music with Julie Warner,
Donnie Hendrix and Judith Hill
as accompanists. Assisting will
be Dr. Charles Rolen, senior
minister. Bob Bright, worship
leader, Doug VanderMolen and
Helen Campbell, elders, and
David Robinson, Fran Miller,
Tommy Durham, Eric Roberts
and Teresa Nixon, diaconate.
Goshen United Methodist:
The Rev. Mark Earheart, pastor, will speak about "Bitter
or Better- with scripture from
Romans 8:28 at the 9 a.m.
worship service with Tim
Chaney as pastor's assistant.
Nicholas Brunn and Teela
Etheridge will serve as acolytes.
Children's church will be directed by Jo Lovett. April Arnold
will direct the choir with Renee
Doyle, Pat Brunn and Carla
Halkias as accompanists. Rev.
the Storm
Earheart will sing
Passes By." Steve Sexton and

Jo Lovett will serve as greeters.
Sunday School with Bob West
as superintendent will be at
10:15 a.m. in the family fellowship center. All Sunday night
services have been canceled.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian:
Rev. Charles Westfall, pastor,
will speak about -The Person
God Uses" with scripture from
Genesis 25:19-34 at the 11
a.m. worship service. Ciunme
Cain will direct the music with
Margaret Nell Boyd as accompanist. Sunday School for all
ages will be at 10 a.m.
First United Methodist:
Rev. Richard Smith, pastor,
will speak about "Discovering
A Life of Joy, II" with scripture from Proverbs 17:22 and
at the 8:45
John 10:7-10
a.m. Early Light service and
the 11 a.m. traditional service.
Dr. Pam Wurgler is minister
of music with Joan Bowker as
organist for the second service and the Praise Team at the
early service. Mady Trevathan
will play -Together at the Table
of The Lord" on the oboe at
the second service. Media ministry will be led by Daniel
Hopkins at the early service.
Acolytes will be Josh Betts
and Preston Ross with Teresa
Betts as acolyte parent. Worship leader will be Rev. Bob
Saywell, minister of visitation,
for both services. The previous week's worship service will
be televised on New Wave Channel 19 at 11 a.m. and on Murray Electric Channel 15 at
12:30 p.m. Sunday.
First Presbyterian: Rev.
David M. Montgomery, co-pastor, will speak about 'Table
Manners" with scripture from
Luke 14:1, 7-14 at the 10:45
a.m. worship service, the third
to be held in new church worship center at Main and 16th
Streets. Todd E. Hill is choir
director with Lee Kern as
pianist. Assisting will be Roger
Weis, liturgist, and Bonnie and
Sam McNeely and Terry and
Ian Holmes. ushers. Sunday
School will be at 9:30 a.m.
First Baptist: Dr. Wendell
Ray, pastor, will speak about
"God's Work" at the 8:30 and
10:55 a.m. worship services.
Mike Crook is associate pastor of music with Margaret

Wilkins and Lisa Ray as accompanists, assisted by the Praise
Team. Peggy Ray will give the
children's sermon. Assisting
will be Boyd Smith, associate
pastor of students, Herb Edminister and Bert Siebold, deacons, and Debbie Bell and
Mary Beth Carruthers. No
evening service will be conducted. Missions Friends will be
at 8:30 a.m., Sunday School
at 9:45 a.m., AWANA at 5
p.m. and University Worship
at 8 p.m. in The Net building,
Poplar Spring Baptist:
Dennis Norvell, pastor, will
speak about "Are You Robbing God?" with scripture from
Malachi 3:8-10 at the 8:45 and
11 a.m. worship services. Sunday night is Family Night and
there will be no service. Dee
and Kathy Lipford will lead
the worship services with Hazel
Brandon, Susan Reynolds, Dee
Lipford and Carol Kelly as
accompanists. Sunday School
for all ages will be at 10 a.m.
Memorial Baptist: Bro.
Martin Severns, pastor, will
speak at 8:30 and 10:50 a.m.
and 6 p.m. worship services.
Assisting will be David Ramey,
deacon of the week, and Ron
James, Sunday School director. The observance of The
Lord's Supper will be at both
morning services. Sunday
School will be at 9:40 a.m.
Locust Grove Baptist: Rev.
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak
about "A Servant of God: Meeting Human Needs" with scripture from John 6:1-4 a* the
11 a.m. worship service. Barry
Thomas will give the children's
sermon. Chris McDougal will
sing :On My Knees" at the
morning hour. Robert Houston
is song leader with Sharon
Pierceall and Jennifer Wilson
as accompanists. No evening
service will be held as this is
Bible
Night.
Family
Study/Prayer meeting, Youth
and Preschool services will be
at 7 p.m. Wednesday.
Bethel Apostolic Pentecostal: Dale Newman, pastor,
will speak about "Repent Ye!
for the Kingdom of Heaven Is
At Hand" with scripture from
Matthew 3:2 at the 10 a.m.

IN See Page 10A

Is gambling a sin Or not?
By Richard Youngblood, Minister at University Church of Christ
Question: W'hy do many
churches condemn gambling, and what about buying a chance on winning a
prize to benefit some worthy cause?
Answer: So far as I
know, the Bible does not say
anything specifically about
gambling. However, I do
believe that Jesus would
point us to several important
principles that gambling
often violates. A clear definition of gambling along
with consideration of these
Biblical principles should
help us examine the issue
properly.
Gambling generally
involves taking unnecessary
risks with goods or money
with the aim of getting a
large gain in return. "Mere
are risks in almost every
activity in life; but unlike
nsks involved in activities
like farming or operating a
business, gambling brings no
equitable return to all who

participate. Thus, gambling
has brought dire social consequences upon the individuals and families who have
often been seduced by greed
to nsk what they could not
afford to lost.
Christians are concerned
about the way gambling
tends to be motivated by the
love of money and the way
it feeds sinful greed (Exodus
20:17; Ephesians 5:5;
'Timothy 6.. 101. Unless he is
unable, a Christian is told he
should "work, doing something useful with his hands,
that he may have something
to share with those in need"
(Ephesiani 4:28). Jesus also
urged that we trust in God
to provide for us while we
concentrate on doing good
(Matthew 6:25-34 I.
Following Jesus also
means exercising self-control
for the sake of righteousness

IGalanans 5.-23. 2 Timotin
3 4) But one does not

have to know the Bible to
know that gambling can be
highly addictive. With the
hope of gaining the American dream, many have gambled away almost more than
they could hope to earn in a
lifetime. Just as with other
addictions, gambling has
often led to lying and stealing as well as serious emotional problems. It is not
uncommon to hear of gambling addicts who have lost
their homes. Jobs, families
and have become so
depressed that they commit
suicide.
Perhaps the saddest consequence of gambling is the
way it has hurt the poorest
and most disadvantaged
among us. In their desperation to survive, these people
are sometimes led to believe
gambling can help them
quickly overcome their
poverty. God's heart has
always been filled with a
deep passion for justice
toward the poor and disenfranchised (Isaiah 1 - 18-19:
Matthew 23:23). Almost
every where we turn we can
see how gambling has led to
abuses and violation of

godly principles designed for
the life and health of righteous and unrighteous people.
Does this mean it would
be wrong to buy a raffle
ticket to benefit a worthy
causes? It is possible to
look upon this action as
only making a donation to
charity. Even if one were
to win the prize, all who
gave received the equitable
benefit of helping a worth'.
cause.
At the same time, we
need to examine our
motives. Are we buying a
ticket to help others or selfishly hoping to win something for almost nothing? If
I were to win, would I
donate the prize to a worthy
It is
cause or keep it?
unfortunate that funds must
be raised for worthy cause,
at the risk of appealing to
the baser motives in people
Is this really the best way
to help people in need?
You *ill have to answer
these questions for yourself
and examine your own
motives. But 1 do suggest
that in light of Biblical
teachings and of the often
tragic consequences of gam.

Wing, ask yourself, "What
would Jesus do"

CHURCHES

Photo provided

Bro. and Mrs. Martin Sevems are pictured with their children,
Caitlyn, left, Taylor, right, in back and Lydia, left, and Billy in
front.

Bro. Severns will begin ministry
at Memorial Church Sunday
Bro. Martin Severns will be welcomed as the next senior
pastor of Memorial Baptist Church on Sunday.
He has served at Memorial for the past 18 months as interim pastor and has been transitioning into a full-time role over
the last several weeks.
"As Believers in Christ we have a high calling to reach out
to others and minister as the Lord leads. I believe this call
can be fulfilled by those who make up this great church. We
are physically poised and prepared to make a difference in
Murray for the Lord. We are totally committed to caring for
the community for the cause of Christ," said Bro. Severns.
Bro. Severns and his wife, Ginger, have four children.
Caitlin, Taylor, Billy and Lydia.
He previously served as pastor of Oak Grove Baptist Church
and has also been active at Westside Baptist Church in various leadership positions. He is currently pursuing his diploma
from the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary in Louisville.
Memorial is located on the corner of 10th and Main Streets.
Sunday services are at 8:30 and 10:50 a.m. and 6 p.m. with
Sunday school at 9:40 a.m.

Annual Ladies' Day event
planned at Glendale Church
The 28th annual Ladies' Day will be Saturday. Sept. 8, at
Glendale Road Church of Christ, Murray.
Miriam Olree of Murray will be the speaker for the event
on the theme of "Unveiled Faces" with scripture from II
Corinthians 3:18 and John 20:31.
Registration and fellowship will be from 9 to 9:30 a.m. and
the program will start at 9:30
Luncheon will be served at 11 a.m. A nursery will be provided for children 5 and under.
For more information call the church at 753-3714.

•See Page 10A
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Schedule Events September 2007
12th Youth Group
16th-19th Joint Revival held at Coldwater
26th Youth Group
30th Cluster 5th Sunday Rally - Murray First Church

6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.

Weekly Services
8:30 a.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

Early Fellowship Sunday Morning
Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Wednesday Night Choir
Wednesday Prayer Meeting
t

JOB OPENING

We invite you and
yourfamily to join
us for Worship!

Director of Children's Ministry
A full time position is AN aulahle at 1400. member sthrant church located
in Murray. Kentucky This person will pin laity and staff in a team ministry The Director, working with the Children's Council. will provide oversight and direction for a omprehensive children's ministry and will he a
monsator with high energs and excellent organuational and leadership
skills Salary will be negotiated per expenence
Send a letter of application and resume, including a minimum of three references to Rev Ric-hard Smith a. 501 Maple Street. MIAMI!, KY 42071
Nit4naziantaeu4ilesse, Inquiries regarding the position and/or benefits
may be made by email to agiuritraiguyauson, Persons may also visit
our webssie at www.murraifust om The deadline for application is
October I. 2007

First United Methodist Church
503 Maple SA. • Murray, KY 42071

•

"a church with an early service
in a country setting"

located in Lynn Grove
highway 893, 1/4 mile off 94 W

Timothy R. Palmer, Pastor
Parsonage: 489-2371

E-mail: cw1g-umcVnetzero.net
Website: www.gbgmumc.orgnynngrove
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Tickets for Guster concert
at MSU go on sale today
Tickets go on sale today. Aug. 31, kw Custer in concert at
Murray Slate University on Thursday. Oct. 18. The Bostonbased pop hand will perform in Lovett Auditorium al 7.40
p.m The doors open at 6 30 p.m. and all seating is reserved.
Ticket prises are SIS SO for MS31 students ilmin 2i and
$20.50 for non-MSU students. Tickets may be purchased beginning at 10 a in at all Ticketmaster outlets or at ticketmastercom,
as well as at the Regional Special Events Center IR-SEC) box
office and by calling I r877) /494-4474.
Custer is the kind of band that can play New York's Radio
City Musi hall orie year and perform with the Boston Pops
at Symphony Hall the next Most recently, it founded the ecofriendly Campus Consciousness Tour, with buses powered by
hiodiesel and pertormances powered by wind.
The hand's newest album. Ganging Up on the Sun. is a
melody -minded. breety. free-spirited, literate pop record, hut
shows the Guster band Mates pushing themselses stylistically
and emotionally. It debuted at 025 on the Billboard Top 201
chart
When reviewing Custer's latest album. The New York Times
wrote. "Angst has rarely sounded sweeter than it does on
Ganging. t!p on the _Sun, which swirls with classic vocal harmonies, vintage org'ims and lightly strummed guitars.
•This album has our loudest song. our quietest, and our
longest. One 'song has one of our most sincere lyrics and definitely some of our most cynical." said singer-guitarist Ryan
Miller
Ganging Up tin he Sun recalls artists associated with the
'Mk and '70h
hands that wrote during a ilMe 111 War and
societal mistrust of the gosernment -- such as the Mamas and
the Papas. Fleetwood Mac, the Band and the Rolling Stones
•'I think we spurned" from the 'just guitars and percussion'
shtick to using whatever was in from 1.1 Os. wt. ended up
sounding more like bands we were listening to.' noted Brian
Rosenworcel, hand percussionist
Other band members are Adam Gardner. guitar and vocals.
and Joe Ptsapia. multi-instrumentalist
Custer has performed on The Tonight Show with fay Lem),
The Late Show with Conan O'Brien and Ack
Bre.sklast with
the Arts The group was a feature on NPR Day to Day and
has had SI mgs featured in telesision show s and iii4 is IC i ti 1414.1
mg The Wedding Crashers. the 0 C and Malcolm iii ttw Mtd
dir
'Die Custer ..Aincert at Murray State 3 m verits is spi.ii,,,r ed
by the Student Government Attlit
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tionieconling at New Concord
Church will he on Sept. 9
NCW ..rictird hurch of Christ will have its annual home
coming iii Sunday. Sept 9
Bro Jun Bill Mc!weer will be the special speaker tt /I V.4 ,f
ship KIS Wes at lit a 111 arid 12 4s p ru
Bible Study wII tve at 9 a in and a fellowship meal will
be at II Is am
t hurt h is located at 121 Artesian Dr off Isy 121
South at New t oncord 1 or information call 416-9, s or c
road matter% k net

Evangelism Rails Ni ill be
at (;race Baptist CtlLirch

it he In'
^
as
7 p ii
at ( flak
An I. v aneelisin
Baptist ( hutch Muria:.
James Shutt, es angelist at Southside Baptist Church las k
son, trim will he the speaker
SVC% gal rtui it w ill he to, !he N,cribs
Quarrel
the publis is is Ite,1 it attetid
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Worship tel it e I woe Robin
son of I sec anus ille lenn . will
deliser the s p fli message to
the youth with special singing
and worship Spec IA prayer
sets ice will began at 4 141 p M
and It t 4 rthltit.led by all that
is present
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Baptists raffle motorcycles
to attract new converts
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
- Sometimes it's hard to get
bikers and NASCAR fans to
dress up and attend church on
Sunday morning.
So Southern Baptists are
taking the Gospel to them, giving away free motorcycles at
hiker rallies and motor speedways as they try to attract new
converts with a revved-up new
style of evangelism.
Baptists in North and South
Dakota for a second year in a
row gave away a new Harley
Davidson at the Sturgis. S.D.,
hiker rally in August. To be
people had to listen
tic a 3-minute sermon and fill
out a card to get a raffle ticket
"Just believing church is on
Sunday or putting up a tent
and holding a worship service
and asking people to come,
that at some point Was a successful method. But over the
years they have not been as
effective," said Jim Hamilton,
executive director ot the Dakota Baptist Convention.
-When you have people seeing that hike and coming to
you, there's a higher receptivity rate They're IllOre receptise it) what you have to say."
Other events that attract hundreds of thousands of spectators
NASCAR race in
Bristol, races at the TeVAS Motor
Speedway. and the Calgary
stampede Rodeo -- have also
proved fruitful conversion
grounds
This year at the Sturgis event,
which attracts close to half a
tot II u 'it people. about 4.5110 people listened to the sermon and
8711 of those made a profession ol faith. The year before
744 of the 2,500 who listened
Made a profession of faith.
Its more than even some
Baptist officials expected.
-There were many people
who said to us they thought
peopk . weirealted in
it orheartng
cycle rally.- Hamilton said
We would base considered 51)
or so 4 success We were blown
by that man!, people
responding
The Sturgis idea was inspired
by Ronnie Hill. a Southern
Baptist minister from Fort
Worth. Tesas, who over the
last SC% er.11 'tears has given
av.as a new Mirky and $10.000
III cash at NASCAR races in
Bristol. kiln
Hill also brought a met hail
'cal bull io the Calgary Siani
oede Rodeo in Canada and the
le%itt Motor Speedway, where
peOple could ride the hull after
listening to a 3-mmute w-rtnot,
MU takes pictures of the bull
octets and posts them on his
Wch
site,
law w irtriethchull.com

AP
Evangelist Ronnie Hill, center, prays with Al Bramson, left, and
Sam Meakins, right, at the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally in Sturgis,
S D Baptists in North and South Dakota for a second year in
a row gave away a new Harley Davidson at the Sturgis, S.D.,
biker rally To be eligible, people had to listen to a 3-minute
sermon and fill out a card to get a raffle ticket.
After Dakota Baptists contacted Hill, he agreed to help
train Baptist volunteers to conduct their own giveaway and
has given Gospel presentations
during the motorcycle rally
both years
Hill, .38, said he got the
idea when he saw more than
160,0(10 people at the Bristol
race.
"As an evangelist, when you
see that many people, you just
want to grab a microphone and
preach the Gospel," Hill said.
"I don't want people to think
that people are just giving their
lives for Christ just to win something.- he said. "We tell them
this Imaking a profession of
faith is not going to help them
or hurt them win. Its giving
us an audience with them. We're
Just giving away Harleys and
we're going where they're at."
At Sturgis, once people made
a profession of faith, they were
given a Bible and encouraged
to find a church when they
return home. Hamilton said.
Their contact information was
lent to the Southern Baptist's
'Noah American Mission Board

to pass on to churches near
the new believers' homes.
The Georgia, Oklahoma,
South Carolina and Florida Baptist conventions partnered with
Dakota Baptists this year by
providing volunteers and helping cover expenses for the giveaway.
It cost about $13,504) to rent
booth space for the week at
Sturgis, and Hamilton said Baptists gave away a 2007 black
Harley-Davidson DynaGlide.
The bike retails for about
S17,000, but Baptists got it for
around S14,000.
Once a destination for Hell's
Angels and other gangs, the

Sturgis rally still has some
rough customers, but they're
outnumbered now by professionals and other white-collq
bikers.
Hamilton said Southern Baptists for years have gone
Sturgis and handed out bottled
water and offered to check for
high blood pressure, and he
thought it was time to be more
direct in ministering to bikers.
Brenda Goodman and ha
two grandchildren met Hill 14
year at the Texas Motor Spee$
way in Fort Worth, where htli
10-year-old grandson rode tft
mechanical bull.
Hill gave his Gospel mesa!
entation to the trio, and Good:
man — who lives in the neat
by suburb of Lewisville, Text!
— said she made a profession
of faith and promised to sta9
going to church again after ni
attending for years.
"What really impressed nir
were these nice-looking younig
men out in a big field, out
there trying to touch people.'
hearts, trying to get the me
sage out of about God,said. "They bring out the b
to get everybody's attention B
it's really about God.
"I don't think it matt
what you use, as long as yen
touch people's heart with Go4
Whatever tool you can use .,.
if you're sincere about toucl.
ing people's hearts with Goct
that's the important thing." •
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-Th If you are a NEWCOMER to
411,

Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR;
A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business and professuonal people. It's their way of
saying. We are glad you have moved to
Murray-Calloway County."
We hare buss tveletmaing NEWCOMERS
shyer 1.46 abreast 60 years!
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Dr. DOS Remedios (Dr.
Pulmonologist, brings a much
needed specialty to the campus of
Jackson Purchase Medical Center.
Dr Bob is Board Certified in Internal
Medicine having trained first in the
Philippines and then at Columbia
University in New York. He
completed his fellowship training in
pulausology at Columbia
University. Harlem Hospital.
We satelcome Dr. Dos Rentedios
and hisfamily to our community!
Dr. Bob is practicing with the
Morgan-Haugh Medical Group.
To schedule an appointment with
Dr. Bob, please call his office

270 - 247 - 8100
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SPORTS

SECTION B
MURRAY TIGER SOCCER

LOUISVILLE 73, MURRAY STATE 10

A Stacked Deck

Tigers edged
by Mayfield
4-goal rally
Staff Report
Murray High had momentum with a 2-0 lead but saw that offset
by a four-goal spree by visiting Mayfield last night that resulted in
only the Tigers' second loss, 4-3.
Jordan Benton opened things up for Murray (6-2) by scoring off
an assist by Michael Bokeno with 32 minutes left in the first half.
Jeremy Curd added another goal six minutes later off a Matt Hines
assist that put the Cardinals in a 2-0 hole.
But the combination of Ben Nowlin and Juan Fabian for
Mayfield gave the visitors the upper hand. Nowlin got the Cards on
the board at the 20th minute off a Fabian assist. Then in the final
5:00, both scored solo goals to capture a 3-2 halftime lead.
Logan Bush tacked on the fourth score for Mayfield (3-1) minutes into the last half. The Tigers closed the gap to a goal with 3:00
•See TIGERS,28

CALLOWAY LADY LAICER SOCCER

MICHAEL DANN Ledger & Times
Murray State's Derrick Townsel scores a first-quarter touchdown for the Racers — their only TO of the night — off a 6-yard
pass from quaterback Jeff Ehrhardt. The score tied the game at 7-7 with 8:04 to play. MSU would score only once more on a
24-yard field goal by Sean O'Brien.

CARDS TOO MUCH FOR RACERS

I

By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
•. LOUISVILLE, Ky. — The
outcome of Thursday's Murray
fstate-Louisville season opener
%vas hardly a surprise.
As expected, the 10th-ranked
ardinals breezed past the
acers in easy fashion, rolling to
73-10 victory before a soldhut, red-clad Papa John's
'ardinal Stadium.
: What was somewhat surprisjng, however, was the early propuction of a young but talented
cer offense, which used its
ad-option scheme to keep
fleet-footed UofL defense
. -balance for much of the first
arter.
"Offensively, we came int
!
is game with a plan to get the
II away quick," said MSU
, ad coach Matt Griffin. "We
some things we wanted to
but the bottom line is
1)e
Louisville's) talent is just unbeievable. Give them credit
cause they played a great
same.. The quick-strike Cardinal
offense — which put up 49
points in the first half alone —
svasted little time denting the
'scoreboard on a 44-yard strike
from senior quarterback Brian
firohm to senior wide receiver
Harry Douglas on its first play
from scrimmage.
: The 6-foot-4. 228-pound
Bmhm kicked off his expected
Pursuit of the Heisman Trophy
in style, throwing for 375 yards
and four touchdowns on 16-ofZ.' I passing attempts before calling it a night after Louisville's
first offensive series of the third
quarter. The 5-11, 170-pound
Douglas, Brohm's top target,
finished with five catches for
151 yards and two scores.
. But the Racers nearly
Matched UofL's first-quarter
production, gaining 149 yards to
the Cards' 189 in the first 15
minutes of play.
Particularly impressive was
Murray's second drive, which
covered 80 yards in II plays to
answer Louisville's opening
salvo.
Redshin freshman quarterback Jeff Ehrhardt who finished
kvith 88 yards passing and the
one touchdown in just one half
of play, showed great poise on
the 'axing effort, guiding the
Racers in :mpressive fashion
With four completions for 50
yards. including a 6-yard scotjng toss to freshman Derrick
towntel to cap the game-tying

KEVIN WEAKS/The Mayfield Messenger
Lauren Harlan (30) keeps the ball away from Graves County's
Halley Jones in last night's contest between the Lady Eagles
and Calloway County.

Late goal lifts GC
past Lady Lakers

aid
a.,

Staff Report
MAYFIELD, Ky. — A late
goal by Graves County broke a
tie and secured the win over visiting Calloway County in girls
soccer play Thursday.
The Lady Eagles(5-0) scored
with less than three minutes left

to claim the 2-1 win.
The Lady Lakers(3-3) posted
13 shots on goal with Karra
Jones drilling the Graves net for
the Calloway point.
Defensively, Kelsie Greer
made nine saves minding the
•See LADY LAKER* 28

HIGH SCHOOL GOLF

CCHS splits with Marshall
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Louisville's Anthony Allen is brought down by Racer defenders Taylor Lanigan (26) and Bryan
Hardister (78) dunng the first half of Thursday nights season opener at Papa John's Stadium
in Louisville.
dnve. He also rushed twice for
17 yards on the drive as a previously electric Cardinal Stadium
crowd
was
momentarily
silenced.
"They're a top-I0 team in the
nation, so it was good to go out
there and play well," said
Ehrhardt. who grie way to fellow redshin freshman Chris
Franklin in the second half. "It
was fun to get out on the field in
I've got to
this atmosphere.
credit our offensive line for giving us time to move the ball.
They did a great job"
Griffin was pleased with his
freshma.n•s first career collegiate
start under center.
-The kid's upside is great,"
he noted of Ehrhardt. "But I
don't want to say too much
He's still a freshman He's got
some improving to do, but I was
really pleased with-the way he
handled this environment"
The Racers had one other

skonng dnve that spanned the
first and second quarters.
Trailing 28-7, Murray put
together a second extended possession, using nine plays to travel 73 yards. The dnve ended on
a 24-yard Sean O'Brien field
goal with 14:56 left in the half.
Impressive freshman tailback
Paul McKinnis accounted for
much of the yardage on that
drive, showing flashes of his
potential with 48 yards on four
carries, including a long of 32
yards. He finished the night with
72 yards on nine rushes as MSU
compiled 130 of its 271 total
yards on the ground.
But while the Racers had
their moments, most of the night
belonged to a powerful UofL
unit that racked up a whopping
655 yards in total offense. It was
the most total yards the Cards
had amassed since compiling
671 yards at Temple last season.
Also. the 73 points were the

Staff Report
Calloway County golf split with Marshall County at Oaks
Country Club Thursday afternoon with the Lakers edging the
Marshals by a 162-163 tally.
Brock Simmons of Calloway and Joseph Scholl of Marshall
shared the low score with twin 38s.
Matt McReynolds was behind Simmons' low score with his 40
round. Chasten Howard, Daniel Harper and Ryan Butler all tallied
41s for CCHS followed by Austin Miles' 43.
In girls' play, the Lady Lakers were led by Katie linden's 44 but
fell to the Lady Marshals 187-207. Safiatt Hassan (52), Summer
Simmons(55), Ricki Lee OR (56)and Madison Connell(59)rounded out the CCHS ladies' scores.
Lexi Estes of Marshall led all golfers with her 38.
MILS GOLF: Murray High was scheduled to travel to Marion
Country Club yesterday to face Crittenden County. No information
was reported by press time this morning on that match.
•

third-most in UofL history.
It tied the mark for the most
points a Murray State team has
ever allowed an opponent,
matching the 73 points the
Racers surrendered in a 73-17
loss at Western Illinois in 1994.
The Cards scored in nearly
every way imaginable, putting
up four touchdowns through the
air and another five on the
ground.
Louisville's 394 passing
yards were complimented by
261 rushing yards. George
Stripling led the Cards' ground
game with 93 yards on 14 carries, while Sergio Spencer tallied another 60 and two scores
on six runs.
"We had some plays we
wanted to get called early in the
game and early in the half based
on what we saw on tape," said
ERIC WALKER/LA(1pr& 11rnee
Louisville head coach Steve i
Matt McReynolds tees off on No 1 at Oaks Country Club
Kragthorpe, who was making
Thursday en route to his 40 round
II See RACERS,68
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL SCOREBOA
Thuraday's Soma
EAST
Rutgers 38 WNW° 3
Sacred Newt 41. aseumpeon 20
Sappery Rod; 51. $41101 Hie 24
Towson 20. Cant Comiscscui St 10
Uranus 28, La Sala 0
SOUTH
Carson-Newnan 29 Chattanoogs 17
Ostrow,49, Wo & Mary 31
LSU 46. lAmealmapp Si 0
Louisville 73, Murray St 10
Morgan St 47, Severest' St 7
Samford 23. West Alsbarns 21
Tulsa 35. Loureeria-Morvoe 17
taDwEST
Canaria". 50. SE Masoun 3
Drake 27°, Hama 91 24
E Nen* 46, Tennessee Tech 24
Grand Valley Si 42 St Joteph's. Ind.
14

Staff Report
fell to Marshall County
DRAFFENVILLE, Ky. -- Murray High
scores, according to
25-17
and
25-18
by
night
last
in volleyball play
a report in The Paducah Sun.
man recorded four kills and
According to the Sun, Leah Diele
s to the Lady Tigers'
assist
eight
d
ibute
Lauren Dielenian contr
s.
block
offense. Abby Dowdy posted four
Murray stands at 4-5.

Murray Middle
sweeps Ballard by
40-8, 42-14 scores
Staff Report
over Ballard Middle last
Murray Middle School posted a sweep
ng 40-8 and the eighth
winni
s
night with the seventh grade Tiger
grade getting a 42-14 win.
lead behind quarterback
7th Grade: Murray opened with a 22-0
a 37-yard touchdown
with
Adam Melton. Melton hit Jason Spann
mation by converting a
excla
an
put
then
r,
quarte
first
pass in the
John Ramey pick-off.
second frame with a 4!With the ball back, Melton started the
rsion pass to Andre
conve
nt
2-poi
the
added
and
y
yard pass to Rame
Phillips for a 14-0 lead.
nt run by Lucas Anderson
A 26-yard keeper by Melton and 2-poi
Bombers made it on the
the
while
MMS
for
ng
scori
closed the half's
22-8.
r,
keepe
QB
scoreboard off a 2-yard
a 92-yard scoring run to
But Melton continued his clinic with
33- and 31 -yard scoring
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cted
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then
,
penod
open the third
n.
margi
int
passes to Phillips for the 32-po
sive play in the game
Murray Middle (1-1) also got strong defen
.
rdson
Richa
Willie
end
behind defensive
s by Murray dug a big hole
8th Grade: The first two possession
the 28-point Tiger victory.
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e
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run
rd
26-ya
a
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possession with
next
their
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that
wed
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s
Tiger
for good. The
14-0 lead.
the
for
Maley
Zac
to
yards
Deese connecting over 41
and on the ground with a
Murray posted two more TDs in the air
then a Heskett 20-yard run
10-yard pass from Deese to Adams and
on its next posession.
to get on the board by
Ballard Middle scored on a 66-yard run
halftime, 28-8.
kickoff 78 yards and a
In the third, Jose Lemus returned theto the Tigers' tally.
added
pass
rsion
conve
nt
2-poi
lley
Deese-to-Ma
to finish the
Deese
from
pass
d
5-yar
a
in
Torrence Williams reeled
score.
return
punt
a
added
sconng night for MMS before Ballard
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LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky linebacker Mikhail
Mabry will be out indefinitely
after suffering a
broken thumb in
on
practice
the
Thursday,
school said
Brooks said in a
Rich
Coach
statement that Mabry was
injured dunng a routine dnll
when his thumb jammed on
another player's knee
Mabry will undergo surgery
on Fnday
The 6- f001- 2. 215 pound
Mililani.
sophomore from
Hawaii. was redsturted last tea
son and played in seven games
in 2005 as a true freshman. mak
mg five tackles
He was working with the wand teem at middle linebacker.
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The Murray Ledger & Times is seeking a solid print journalist to cover
variety of topics from city government
to Murray State University. A journalism degree, strong reporting, writing,
and proofreading skills a must. Page
design and photography skills a plus.
Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071. No phone cans.
Interested applicants

resume only: interviews will he granted to

An ordinance amending the Calloway County budget for the fiscal year 2007-2008, to include unanticipated receipts from Fort Heiman Project and
Calloway County Health Department Construction
CDBG Project in the amount of 1526,000.00 and
increasing expenditures in the area of $526,000.00
was adopted by the Calloway County Fiscal Court on
August 21. 2007. A copy of the adopted ordinance
with full text is available for public inspection at the
office of the County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins
during normal business hours

qualified applicants Al-TER resumes are

Neon Beach Mini Storage
812 Whitnell Ave
Friday. August 31, 2007 • 5.00 p.m.
I 'nits to be sold are B19, B93, C36. and E28
due to non-payment
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BRITTHAVEN
13
,
Int9.,,16.r.,51frePP7
accepting applications
for the following positions: Certified Nursing
Assistants. We offer
competitive wages and
an excellent benefit
package. Apply in person at Bntthaven of
Benton 2607 Main
Street
Hwy
641S
Benton, KY 42025
E0E/AAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
ASSISBUSINESS
TANT: We are a growing Dental practice
looking for an individual
with a great personality
to grow with us. Dental
experience preferred.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 1040-A. Murray,
KY 42071
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mil lochs with a good
clientele send your
resume to P0 Box
KY
Murray,
:970.
; 42071
00 you love vierlikig
011111 Odds?
Wee Care Errol/Meat
may be luel the Mao,
youl Full time and
pert time pombons
evMable
; API* el: Merril Ms America
1413 011ise Mod
Murray, KY 42071
(270)7534111

CONSTRUCTION
work and lob site clean
up Full Of part time
Must be dependable
and neat with a strong
work ethic Call 2937872 for an interview
CREW Manager
Finance
Heights
Corporation has an
immediate opening for
a well organized
vett keyboard,
typing and telephone
skills Must be outgostarting
Good
ing
salary and benefits
person
in
Apply
between 8:30AM and
51
)
%4 Background and
screening
drug
required prior to hire.
DAY CARE
TEACHERS NEEDED
If you love working with
kids call 753-2777
Must be a high school
grad or have a GED
Can start irrirnediately

DISCLAIMER
When stemmas the
isalIted- sect50/1
011

reviewed.

Ahsalutels

no

LCCILER &TIMES

GlenDi Inc. is currently seeking applications for the position of a Safety
Director/Dispatcher at their office in
Murray, KY. This person must be able to
work well with others, and have experience working with a trucking company and
knowing the laws of the Department of
Transportation.
We offer a generous benefit package
including health & life insurance and a
retirement plan.
Please send resume to.

Inc.

3015 E. 200 N.
Rochester, IN 46975

TRIGG*OUNTY
HOSPITAL
FULL-TIME JOB OPENING
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST
.3-5 YRS EXPERIENCE
PREFERRED
•ULTRASOUND AND/OR CT
CAPABILITY REQUIRED
SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources
Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312
Cadiz, KY 42211
Applications available online at
www tngghospital org
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

*tenser

ECC7'

Pow.cr sit Faith

(270) 898-1293
(866)30NECCO
FT Billing Clerk and
LPN for medical office.
Clerk must be evenenced in insurance
billing.
coding and
Send resume with references to. P.O. Box
1040-Y, Murray. KY
42071.
FT data extractor.
Computer
skills
required. Send resume
to Peco Products, Box
Murray,
363.
KY
42071.
GREEN Acres is currently hiring for the following
positions:
FIN/LPN 6A-2P fulltime. SRNA 2P-10P
full-time. Anyone interested in becoming part
of our team may apply
in person at Green
Acres Health Care, 402
W
Farthing
St.
Mayfield, KY 42066
HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week.
S9hr after paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1-888-974-JOBS or
www 1888974Iobs.co
KFC
now
hiring
cashiers, cooks, and
shift leaders Must be
available for all shifts
Apply in person 205 N
12th St
LAWRENCE Cleaning
Service is now hiring
for office cleaning in
Murray Please call
270-443-8146

PURCHASING
MANAGER
Leading Bowling Ball manufacturer in

SEAPC14151

Hopkinsville. KY has an immediate open-

now
hiring for Management
Personnel Excellent
benefits. iompetitiv c
wages. flettble
schedule Please call
1-800-285-1077
ext. 701

ing for a Purchasing Manager. BS Degree
in Business or related field of study is
required. Candidate should have experience in purchasing to include department
management negotiating with vendors.
inventory management and cost analysis.

The n,stil.shes maintair1S MO eight

I \

\ I
'II

Captain D's is

OPERATIONS MANAGER, Regional
Special Events
Center. Full-time (12)
hveNe-month position
to begin October
2007 Qualifications:
Bachelor's degree with
(2) two years supervisory experience
required Must possess ability to plan.
develop, organize and
manage all aspects of
the operational activities of the facility.
Must have demonstrated ability to work in
facility management
and event operations
Excellent public relations, interpersonal
communication skills,
and customer service
are preferred.
Knowledge of
arena/convention facilities, recordkeeping.
report preparation and
finance preferred.
Must be detail-oriented, organized, and
computer literate.
Extended working
hours including
evenings, weekends
and holidays.
Responsibilities:
Organize visits and
supervise logistical
operations and setups
tor all events in
facility. Develop, create and implement
concepts and ideas to
improve event operations and attract new
business. Plan,
schedule and supervise appropnate levels
of personnel in all
areas of responsibility,
including overtime,
while staying within
budgetary limitations.
Serve as a representative of the Regional
Special Events Center
while attending various
activities encouraging
growth and interest in
Murray State
University
Apt:ilk:20°n Deadline.
September 21, 2007.
To Apply Sumit letter
of application, resume.
and names, addresses
and telephone numbers of three references to. F1SEC.
Search Committee
Chair, Murray State
University, 1401 Star,
Route 121 North,
Murray, Kentucky
42071-3312. Women
and minorities are
encouraged to apply.
Murray State
University is an equal
education and employment opportunity.
WF/D/, AA employer.
SECURITY
guard
opening Murray area
Must be dependable 8
reliable Fax resume to
270-444-0389

IIMMIOIREPOINNIOR

SUBWAY now hiring
Day shift 9-5 only
Apply in person.

Certification in Production and Inventory
Management

and/or

(APICS)

Certification as a Purchasing Manager
(NAPM) would be a plus.

Competitive

salary and excellent benefits, including
401(k).

Please send resume to:
Attn: Materials Manager
Ebonite International, Inc.
P.O. Box 746
Hopkinsville, KY 42241

clalirtfteds

marrsyledger coax.
you will be redirected
Ill palmation.% com
By default.
Murray and local et
litany will appals rvn
(tits reruns
However. si a mooed
wham, era all hasp
cm ihr aihrierwnrk.coss
UT pieced throe.'
the Marrs,
"Ledger
& Times Reim can
it if ion have sey
questions regarding
the Murray area
cC listings Meek you

DRIVER wanted
Fn, Sat, Sun 5-8PM
18 or older with no traffic violations. Apply at
Pizza gra 605-C South
12th street. No phone
calls please.

Help Us Help Kids!!
Be a Foster Parent

interviews will he conducted.

GlenDi

DOMINO'S Pizza is
now looking for a full
time day driver.
Approx. 10-6, 5 days a
week. We are also hiring night dnvers
Must be friendly 8
have reliable transportation. Can make
up to $10-$15 per
hour. Apply within

on-the-spot

SAFETY DIRECTOR/DISPATCHER

PUBLIC AUCTION

a

must apply by

PUBLIC NOTICE

by

I

I I

% I 'a

$8-25 First Day • 20 words or less
Over 20 wgyds $30 each
Additional Consecutive Vsys: 5.12 per rour0
`,tiop,
per day,
• \1
Classifieds go int,
i
r blind box ads
• ie • ,1

)

fr‘VIFiCti I

11,

All resumes should he submitted no later
than September III. 2007.

NURSE'S AIDE
Will train if you enjoy working with the
elderly. Pleasant atmosphere. Good
working conditions. Apply in person at
Fern Terrace Lodge. 1505 Stadium View
Dr.. Murray, KY, EOE

1,•

ittecl ,latter

_x11.1

\ I NO

VISA

Fisk Wanted

Hats Waned

a

$825 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
I Ail 3 Ads Alust Run Within o Day Period )
$335 • r column inch extra for Monday 1Sho rpmn; Guide)
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51.1 0.6(5
Lee Prop.rt,
Lob For See
LaIs Fos Rena
Fame For Sale
Acreage
it,.,,. For See
alloiortyclea II STY
Sudo Pam
swan mina Videcals
Used Cars
dans
Used Truces
Campers
BOWS S trlOtOre
SWOON Offense
Fres Column
Tobacco 6 Sow.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
.. •

MasteallAi

0

Fenn Equeserent
Ailey EapeRsmere
*sorb Equipars
Finertiod
Musical
WON Home Lots For SM.
WO& name For Sale
bade Hamm Fie ROM
Wade Hare Lois For Rev
troirmes• Reese*
Aperlansele For Rant
Rooms For Rent
Mouses For nerd
Storer Rates
Commercial Property
Pes I &epees
Usesiocii & Supple*
Public See
Lano For Ron( Or Lae.

agE:iiiiii5fi§Ei“

Weep Leiser & Thies Fab Hesoleg Act Notice

ADJUSTMENTS

Maeugyted (lesle
Ms•&Beam pesos
appeces aim bees
shames saperiesot fair Are..
rtaea&

Cameseas 11

a

apply be perms
M-F11-12 Psi

NEEDING
hair
Special
dressers
Effects, Benton, KY.
Pen lime or Mi. 7030542, 437-4755
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person it Sonic
Drive-ln, 217 S. 121n
St, Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
Seasonal
returns
employment We will
train Free tax course
Call 753-9204 of 417
4531

113
CLEANING for Homes
or Busenesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553
SWEPT Away
Detailed
House
Cleaning,
Post
Construction, Moving
In/Out, Weekly Detail
Felicia: 270-227-3031
Danielle:
270-227-7257
120

calegrasrs
Computer
Connect!
103 Svearnom 752
Conpuler Sales/Service
Newnan()Senecas
Law New 1. Lap*

September 9, 2007
Tell your grandparents and the world how great you
think they are by putting your picture in our
special Grandparents Day section on
Saturday, September 8, 2007!
raisma

Single Space - $12.00
iso mote then Iva chirmi per whirr'
MAXIMUM 20
WORDS
Double Space - $18.00
MAXIMUM 40
WORDS
Send payment, photo, names
of grandparents, name(s) of
childlreni. and self-addressed
stamped envelope for return
Keagaa Duvall

of photo to:

Grandparents
Carlie & LeeAnn Staples
Ronnie & Jane Babb
Cathy & Larry Gooch
Willis & Wilma Sanders
Jack & Denise Duvall

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040

120

Murray, KY 42071

DEADLINE IS
SEPT 5 AT 12PM

150
Conpuen

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs
759.3556

Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U.S. coin
and paper money collections. 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used retngerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners,
baseboard
heaters. Used carpet
mg. 753-4109
1(1 RI
.11 \ CAW,
•I'r
pick-up
as ailahlt•Ille.4 price.

Sadao
For Sale
MOTORCYCLE 8 AN
helmets for children 8
adults. Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield
NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, fen,
acc. package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,500,
must
sell
(573)300-1031
PATIO
FURNITURE
Like new- high end
amencan made. New
in 2004- never out in
weather. Loveseat, 2
arm chairs, 2 end
tables, coffee table.
serving cart. 48 in
dining table and 6
matching chairs
753-5763 or

293-5019
PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES Now sold/traded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530

Appilenua

50-.1 %I 10 11•0111%
753-5500

CHEST freezer. $75
293-0247
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
07 Hot tub, brand
in package. 6-7 pilots of lets. d
ozoneator, water
cover, retail $7300,
must
sell
$3,600.
(573)300-1031
18 FT KIM enclosed
trailer for sale with cabinets (2) 8fi shop
lights 11) 411 light, tile
floor, fold down rear
door,
$3,500
(2701293-0660.
(270)293-0641
2 crypts at Murray
Memorial
Gardens
side-by-side
inside
Chapel level 2 Please
call (479)750-4811
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow. 1 size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614
Murray Memorial
Gardens
2 Crypts
inside chapel

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270) 753-1713
220
*Oka

HOLTON
trumpet
Comes with cut mute.
straight mute, oil. lyer
for marching, cleaning
tools,
metronome,
case. $200. 270-7533520 after 4P1.4

OWNER
FINANCE
'98 38R 2BA $5,000
down $645 month. 1
acre. 72 Sundance
753-1011
2001 Fleetwood 16x80
38R 28A, extra nice
270-489-2525

16X80 mobile home
cabinets
Custom
$10,500
270-2930715
1994 16x80 38R 2BA.
Good condition, some
appliances Must be
moved $13,500. 270,
705-1101
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS FOR
1ST
TIME HOME BUYERS! Zero down' Your
land or family land.
731-584-4926
Ends
August 15

(2) 1E3F1 duplexes. 505
Vine. $250 each. 4928225, 270-519-2702
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Waning W $200/mo.
753-41019.
iBR 113A, washer &
dryer included. $375.
Call Campbell Realty
759-8780
1BR. all appliances furUniversity
nished,
Heights Subdivision.
No
pets.
Deposit,
$325/month. 753-4937
or 753-1951
1BR, various locations,
$200-$300. Coleman
RE 753-9898
213R 1BA downstairs
apartment. 206 Cherry
St.. electric heat, window air. $350/mo
$350/dep. 753-5341
2BR bnck, w/d hookup,
carport, patio. No pets.
$355 a month. 7536931 or 293-6070
21311 Duplex 1302
Valleywood $425/mo
759-9920 293-1446
2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Various locations. Coleman RE
753-9898
48R 28A, all appliances. central H/A.
Coleman RE 753-9090
FEMALE college students need roommate
In
Murray
Place
Everything Included
Contact Gwen 270826-0685.
270-4540585 or Murray Place

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

$8,500

(270)247-0335

1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283:
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m..
6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Murray Ledger & Times

CL4SSIFIEDS
uguat 31, 2807

48 • fr ridai.
320

'-it lab

UVE 001-4-PSS.
YARD SALE
Newly Remodeled
00
1461
$290
IBR
21114 $34000
BURKEEN
3814 142500
RD.
$100 ()spout special
(OFF HWY BO)
tor qualed appecards
THURS B/30
Office hours 8-2
Mon Fn
FRI 8/31
Call today lc, appoint
SAT 9/1
mint
Too many
7334221
items to
NEAR university 1,
mention
2814 apt' 753-1262.
753 0606
NICE 21x. 1 5be apt
2-FAMILY
close to Gemput WIC.
YARD SALE
• ret reg $525hno.
1506 HENRY
978-0656
SATURDAY
NOW LEASING
6:00-12:00
& 3bedroom Apts
vVe accept Section
Gins clothes 0-6
it vouchers
rno men women 6
Apply it itaui-cai Apt.,
maternity clothes
_302Noftherood
pet taxi, gateway
Monday.
computer, gas grill
y
Frida
y
es-cla
*Widn
Dale Earnhardt die
Phone 759-4984
cdSt TOO much to
ng
E goal Housi
mention
y
Opportunit
I IX)•I -800-648-60M.
HUGE
RED OAKS APTS
*Nodal
YARD SALE
it
Slot.) Depus
5 miles out 94E
1 158 1325
163 Grove Lane
2f3R 1375
Saturda y
Call Todey!
lam to dark
753-414611
c on-

SOUTHWOOD
dorniniums All apple-

5 miles out on Hwy. 80 at the
corner of Purdom Rd. on left
in garage
Fri. • 3PM-6PM
Sat. • 6AM-12PM

General Contracting
Commercial/Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

clothes
lots of odds & ends, tools, girl
ler
whee
4
ture.
,
furni
boy shoes, tires
d
adde
be
More to

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

188 iii tfIy Lk141$49
No pets
751 0718 994.3308

41311
/epos,'
&
iequirel 753-4109
21414 IBA in Panorama
$."4'i per month plus
anpusit 918 0742

.

Formerly

living room suite.
TV. Coca Cola
clock & other Coca
Cola items Noah's

boys

Ark baby bed, lots
more 436-2487

YARD SALE
OLD CITY PARK

MOM

leposa

imt Miss* required no
s and
Iv's Herferen,e
teposa required 1116
airlairre Or 6850 per
not, 270-793 4602
v 270 435 4602
4541 .'flift brick Nimes
.30ie1 ftelvfthor hood
lenced •ir, hack

'RP 24A

den above

pool On
acres $850mo plus

Jrr.uhrt

3opus4t 770-293.0890
3011 1 I'7BA. S W
town iarge yard
;mirage door opener
ippikorKes $750rmo
• deposit references
NO PITS 753 7920
LOVE Lv 38A 28A
2100 kg ft home er 2
..ar attached garage
Large yard and I 4 mile

tr

storage
*Security alarmed
-Sale & clean
eiVii WI boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753 9600

27n-759-4474
;;
si I F.s tot( ki.1
Sm.
.IN ‘‘ !NI!

GaC
STORAGE and
PROPANE
t
'4 1 4
4
.
• - 6

Call vat
an offer
Fredrick RE/Mar REA
436-5916 or 978-1202

Office 7504016
FOR sale by owner
311344 28A house and 50
acres on Highway 121

or discnminabon This
newspaper will not
knowingly &exam any
advertising for real
estate which is in v'.
labor' of the law Our
informed

Nip kir am

that

all

GATESBORO 2030

RESIDENTIAL or comOFFICE or row Niece
available Pnrrei too,.
bon 763.2905
293-1480

mercial property for
sate 901W 1 mite horn.
town 2EI14 brick on
envoi It. 11Crea

$90.000 OBO
753-2225 or 759-1509

HEELER puppies for
sale Born 7/29437
$Meech
270-705-0657
Stun TZU pix-ppoes
AKC CKC, deer clews
shots
removed.*
-wormed, --mule-.
hmsie. 8300 $350
270-251-0310 after II

Construction
NEW
38.4 2BA hardwood

--'S

‘i Ki i hut.i•
An) 1.ocation.
An Condition
Cs.t.a frallim.pr.sp•
writ'.setsrm.,um
270461-1BI V

Cornerstone
and Rental

eR OH goons kid
broke 270403-071S
per
—
wHEAT severb
270-1141•1100e
bale
motes molter
Inc Place to

Start Murray
ledger & Tmes
2101753-1910

Riney

270- 761 -

SELL 173551

Day
LAKEFRONT SALE
I. Ac 974 900
we DOAT DOCK
Pay NO Closing
Comet
liessiskay noodeo

rirmemont KenluckY
lake Excellent %nom
wig Csa now 4100.
LAKEFRONT
SPECIAL
31$ AC - 111411.600
we 2 east Steel
Wooded park Ike set
ring

has 2 PM* WF

normals*. Great loco
bon on Kentucky Lake
Don't moss the one
cal nowt -800- 704
3154 • 1448

"OWNER
FINANCING"
405 S 518 St 3814
IBA 12 000 clown
$305 month 7532222
IN,t‘tt tit \II

III III IZI I Il I'

USED TIRES
14 1; 10

ms of the Murray City
Menus for the various lunchroo
have been released by
ols
Scho
ty
Coun
oway
Call
Schools and
ce directors respecservi
food
,
Lane
Bndget laszenko and Pat
will not be in sex-''
ols
Scho
tively. for the week of Sept. 4-7.
Day.
r
Labo
sion on Sept. 3,
ges based on availabiliMenus, subject to occasional chan
ws:
follo
as
are
,
ty of food

ew

C4644

•
LAM
LAWN SERVICE
Ilellowing, Kam wrong)
landscaping &
Leaf Viiiiourning
Sallisfarbort guaranteed

753-11116 727-0611

CUSTOM 11111111011116
0-64-4. 12 ft blade
Swunig. lance rows
ficlerbrushing ponds
waterways
19 yrs experience
Grog Renfro*

'270-2E34371'
Cleaning
DAVID'S
Service All external
cleaning Vinyl, fences.
etc (270)527-7176
OKI HANDYMAN
We do all the odd pobs
you don't have time
for
Painting siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438
FOR all your roofing
Metal vinyl' general

TOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR

ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

repair, porches decks
home
mobile
and
Danny
call
repair
Paschall 492-8500 or
293-8156

[Hill Zlectsict

4raar pwriba(
Pressurt Manassas
Sealing Der..k.
Free hournete•
Licensed A lai.ured

Sore a4..wis iad i144450
V.41Stem 111....leas I Dow.
•ra011114Mal Mo."
n. Cat 81“,r,..
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-• t LL'S Tree
Sennce
removal
Trimming

if If r

Starting at S21)
mounted

MURRAY CITY
t, cereal, Juice and milk
Elementary - Breakfast (toas
strudel: Wednesday
er
toast
day
Tues
)
availed* daily
age biscuit Friday saus
•
sday
Thur
French toast sticks;
fresh vegetables,
or
ned
(can
assorted muffins. Lunch
able daily) Tuesavail
t milk
canned or fresh fruit and lowfa
plate; Wednesday d
sala
ken
chic
,
rger
day - cheesebu
w/meat
wich; Thursday - spaghetti
egg roll, submarine sand
pizza, fish
xy
gala
ay
Frid
sauce. Chuckwagon on bun:
nuggets witartar sauce..
availcereal, Juice and milk
Middle - Breakfast (toast,
y - donut;
esda
Wedn
it;
biscu
age
able daily) Tuesday - saus
h
Friday - pancakes Lunc
Thursday - chicken biscuit,
and
fruit
fresh
or
ed
es, cann
(cooked and fresh vegetabl
sandTuesday - grilled cheese
lowfat milk available daily)
esday - counWedn
ing;
dress
rs,
acke
wich, chef salad w/cr
and
plate; Thursday • hot ham
try fried steak, tuna salad
,.
dog,
hot
long
ft.
ay
pizza. Frid
cheese sandwich, cheese
wich
submarine sand
cereal, juice and milk available
High - Breakfast (toast,
- bisw/cream cheese, Wednesday
daily) Tuesday - bagel
French toast sticks. Friday
sday
Thur
y.
grav
cuit and
cheeseburger. pizza.
er.
burg
(ham
h
Lunc
it
sausage biscu
and
tables, canned and fresh fruit
cooked and fresh vege
sand
ken
chic
BBO
day
Tues
)
'owlet milk available daily
ing. Wednesday - sweet
dress
rs,
acke
w/cr
d
sala
wich. chef
tuna salad plate, Thursday 'n sour chicken, egg roll,
, chef salad w/crackers, dress-;
wich
turkey and cheese sand
breaded chicken sandwich
mg. Friday - burnto w/salsa.

CALLOWAY COUNTY
entaries - Tuesday Snacks for Preschool and Elem
esday • muffin. milk.
Wedn
milk.
cereal animal crackers.
, Friday - animal crackjuice
fruit
,
w/dtp
ts
carro
Thursday
ers. milk
toast, cereal and Juice
Preschool - Breakfast (milk,
toast sticks wisyrup.
ch
- Fren
available daily) Tuesday
r and pancakes sandbutte
ut
pean
y
esda
Wedn
peaches.
e gravy. Friday - yogurt.
wich, Thursday - biscuit wisausag
) - Tuesday • cheese
daily
ed
serv
muffin Lunch (milk
e, Wednesday - chickappl
pizza, whole kernel corn. pine
, wheat bread. Thurssalsa
ce.
lettu
s,
bean
ed
refri
en faills,
toes w/gravy. cole
pota
med
IirmaAttention
crea
ets.
day - chicken nugg
dwich. raw veg\san
se
Tobacco farmers
chee
and
slaw. roll. Friday - hart"
• tion services
es
wedg
ge
oran
p
w/cli
goes
al, assorted toast, yogurt
available
Elementarliis - Breakfast (cere
ed deity) Tuesday • wafserv
milk
Call
and
fruit juice fresh fruit
ken biscuit: Thursday
chic
'
y
9
(270)293-710
fle sticks wsyrup Wednesda
orted
yogurt. toast Lunch (ass
ay
Frid
.
pizza
fast
- break
Tuesfruits and milk served daily)

stump grinding, fire
wood Insured
489-2839

2934034• 438-2.1

Pmeerh
Labor

731-336-5288

•Vinyl siding •All
Rome Improvements

Irving

Located 011 Locust
Grove Rood Buy now
and you can sta pock
your colors Priced
below $150.000 call
at
today
Bonnie

704-3554 1 144,2
unsex& boles

large

TRENCHING
'31-782-3951

4.18-2067 Last's
Proieesioner Tree
Service Complete tree
remove*. eft Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDAKE Heuring Clean
out garages gutters
punk & tree work

Coll 753-5606

A-I Joe's Mower
MOOT plelhiip dm«
eri 4.10-21167
A-I Skimp Removal
2001 Jeep Cherokee Fogy moored
Alloy 437-3044
4.4
Sport
automatic
wheels
REPAIR
AC, APPLIANCE
transmission
SERVICE a PANTS
power
vos
wrido
power
(270) 293-8726 OR
bucks. bnled MN/OWL
759-SW4
0
130 000 miles $5.75
Chuck Van Buren
270-759-1506

JOE'S JOBS

dim
OPEN HOUSE

PM
Saturday, September 1 •11AM-2
twit
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LookingBack
10 years ago
Published Is a picture ot c alloway County Shenff Deputies with
axes in hand cutting and destroying thousands of dollars ot marijuana on Aug. 29 growing in
southwest Calloway County. The
illegal weed was spotted by Tennessee Valley Authority helicopter pilots earlier in the week.
Murray State University Racers won 13-0 over Indiana State
in a football game at MSU Roy
Stewart Stadium.
In soccer matches. Murray High
School Lady Tigers won 2-1 in
overtime to Lone Oak and Calloway County High School Lady
Eskers lost 3-0 to Marshall County.

2.0 years ago
Published is a picture of Calloway County Fire Rescue members inspecting the single engine
Cessna 150 plane that crashed at
the Howard Brandon farm on Aug.
29, killing the pilot, Richie Glasgow. He was coming to the Car
Show held annually at the Brandon farm. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Donna Newcomb.
Hilda Gill Foutch, 34, Murray, died From injuries sustained
in a traffic accident on Ky. 94
West.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 34-0 over Murray
High School Tigers in a football
game at Ty Holland stadium.

30 years ago
Barriers closing North 15th
Street will be replaced Sept. 1
and a suit has been filed in Calloway County Circuit Court to
prevent their removal.
"A new era in sports will begin
for Calloway County High School
on Sept. 2. For the first time ever,
a football will b e kicked, thrown
and carried by students from CCHS.
It will b e iwo years before the
bakers field a varsity team, but
the freshmen and jayvee team will

play Cnttenden C'otuity at 5 p.m
on Sept 2." from the column,
"Standing on the Firing Line" by
Mike Brandon, sports editor of
The Ledger A linie3.

40 years ago
Twenty-two persons were fined
in the City Court of City Judge
Protem Charlie S. Man in the 11a
two weeks.
Kim Puckett. a state 4-H winner of the "Other Engineering"
demonstration, will appear on the
show, "Top of the Fencepost?" on
Sept. 2 at 7:30 arri on WPSDTV, Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Phillips
will be married 50 years Sept. 2.
Births reported include a boy
to\lvir. and Mrs. Gerald Lee Carter,
Aug. 26.

50 years ago
Preston Ty Holland, athletic
director of Murray City Schools,
was the speaker at a meeting of
the Murray Lions Club. He was
introduced by Rue Overby.
Murray City Schools will open
on Sept. 3. Bro. Don Kester will
be the speaker at the opening ceremonies of Murray High School,
according to W.Z. Carter, superintendent of Murray City Schools.
and Harold Hurt, president of MHS
Student Council.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. John Edward Poe and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie
Hendrickson.

60 years ago
Eron C. Moms, 31, Detroit,
Mich., drowned Aug. 29 in Kentucky Lake near the Higgins Boat
Dock, according to Calloway County Coroner Max H. Churchill. Morns was a guest at the a family
picnic being held at Kentucky Lake.
Rev. H.F. Paschall of Hazel Baptist Church and Rev. A.G. Childers
of Hazel Methodist Church will
be speakers at the opening ceremonies at Hazel High School.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Marriage is out of question
when neither wants to ask
DEAR
ABBY:
My
boyfriend and I have been
together almost three years
(minus five months separated).
Whenever the subject of marriage comes up, he says, "...
whenever YOU want to ask.'
In other words, he's putting
the responsibility on me!
1 am oldfashioned
when
it
comes
to
proposals,
Abby.
think
the
man should
ask.
Do
you
think
By Abigail
he's putting
Van Buren
the responsibility on me because he knows
I won't ask and he doesn't
want to commit? I have one
child from a previous relationship, and I would like more,
but I vowed that I wouldn't
have another one until I was
married. 1 am only 28. but I
don't want to be having kids
10 years from now.
Oh yeah, we are looking at
houses to buy together. How
can I tell if he will ever "pop
the question" or if it's a lost
cause? What should I do? -TIFFANY IN TEXAS
DEAR TIFFANY: With a
child from a previous relationship and house-hunting with
your current boyfriend, you
may not be as "old-fashioned'
as you think.
You appear to be a very trusting young woman. At the risk

Dear Abby

Todaylniiistory
ty

ilk

By The Associated Press
Today is Fnday. Aug. 31. the
243rd day of 2007. There are 122
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 31, 1886, an earthquake rocked Charleston. S.C.,
killing 60 people, according to
the U.S. Geological Survey.
On this date:
In 1881, the first U.S. tennis
championships (for men) were
played, in Newport, R.I.
In 1888, Mary Ann Nichols
laOt3Y

L_Ul

was found murdered in London's
East End in what is generally
regarded as the first slaying committed by "Jack the Ripper."
In 1935, President Franklin D.
Oosevelt signed an act prohibiting the export of U.S. arms to
belligerents.
In 1941. the radio program
"The Great Gildersleeve" debuted
on NBC.
In 1954. Hurricane Carol hit
the northeastern Atlantic states.
Connecticut. Rhode Island and part
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DEAR ABBY: 1 just turned
20, and my mother won't let
me go. She wouldn't allow me
to get my driver's license and
has gone so far as to "lose'
all my important documents.
She will not let me obtain
new ones or even get an ID
to get a job.
All I want to do is have a
job and some freedom. I am
not even allowed to leave the
house without her permission.
I have to stay home all day
to wake her up to go to work,
then wait until she gets home
to cook her dinner and wait
on her hand and foot -- without even a "thank you" or an
"I love you." What can I do
to make her let me go? -FED-UP CINDERELLA IN
GEORGIA
DEAR FED-UP CINDERELLA: The situation you
have described is not a normal mother-daughter one; it is
virtual slavery. You must get
out.
The first thing you should
do is discuss your mother's
obsessive hold on you with your
clergyman and find out if someone from the church can give
you a place to transition to.
If that's not possible, contact
a domestic violence shelter in
a larger city than the one you
live in -- because in a sense,
your mother's behavior is a form
of domestic violence.
DEAR ABBY: I'm having
trouble at home, and nobody
will listen to me. My dad is
asleep all the time, and my mom
is too tired and won't .4op
playing on the computer. What
should I do? -- FEELING ALL
ALONE, DAYTONA BEACH, FLA.
DEAR FEELING ALL
ALONE: Regardless of what
is causing your parents' fatigue,
you should be their first priority. Because you cannot talk
to them, you must find another adult you can confide in.
Ideally it would be another
relative -- a grandparent or an
aunt. If that's not possible. perhaps the mother of one of
your friends would make the
time to listen and intercede
with your parents for you.
Please know you have my
sympathy, and that while you
think you are all alone, many
other young people share your
problem.

Weight loss
stalls
DEAR DR. GOTT: A few
weeks ago, I started your diet
to lose weight by eliminating
flour and sugar. Initially, I lost
20 pounds, but lately I have
not lost any additional weight.
Could you please let me know
what I can
do to lose
additional
weight?
I
am 87 years
old and do
not
walk.
The
only
exercise I
get is riding
Dr, Gott a recumbent
bike
four
times
a
By
Dr. Peter Gott week. Each
time I ride
the bike, it takes approximately 20 minutes.
Anything you could suggest
I would willingly try and appreciate.
DEAR READER: As I have
written before, my no-flour,
no-sugar diet is not as restrictive as it sounds. Rather, its
prime thrust is to help overweight people choose more sensible alternatives.
In the book, I remind folks
that to lose weight they have
to moderate portions and get
regular exercise. Also, I emphasize that the rate of weight
loss isn't consistent. An individual may lose 2 or 3 pounds
a week and then, for no reason, stop losing for a while.
Stick with the diet, weigh yourself weekly, and be patient.
Your age is an important factor in your weight-loss pattern
because your exercise level is
compromised.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
a middle-aged man. and I
recently went for a general

physical exam. I was treated
by a new doctor. He checked
my ears, heart and lungs. Then
he asked me a few questions
and said I was fine. The entire
exam took fewer than five
minutes. Was this really sufficient? Do I need to go to a
specialist just to get a checkup?
DEAR READER: Perhaps.
Most family physicians are
comfortable performing annual exams on their patients.
Such an exam should include
a thorough review of any symptoms followed by a complete
examination that includes poking and prodding various body
parts — including the prostate
gland in men. Further testing,
such as blood work, a cardiogram and other analyses —
should be performed depending on the doctor's recommendation.
I agree that you were shortchanged, and I suggest that
you share my response with
your physician. If he seems
unreceptive to change, switch
doctors. Remember that a
colonoscopy is recommended
for everyone over 50 years of
age, with repeats every five
to 10 years. Also, an ultrasound of the abdomen to identify an abdominal aortic
aneurysm should be considered as a one-shot method to
identify swelling of the major
artery supplying blood to the
lower body.
You may not need to see
a specialist for a routine annual exam providing your doctor is willing to give you an
appropriate examination and
attention.

ContractBridge
You have the following hand, nei- hard to imagine losing four tricks at a
ther side vulnerable
spade contract alter partner opens the
•())74 V 8•A92•K10963
bidding with one spade. Your hand
1, You pass, your kit-hand oppo- takes on a much rosier hue when he
nent passes, your partner bids One bids spades, and becomes the equivSpade, and your nght-hand opponent alent of at least an opening bid.
bids Two Clubs. What would you bid
2. Three beans. Most players treat
now?
a bid of two spades or three clubs in
2. Your partner bids One this sequence as not forcing. and it is
Notrump, and your right-hand oppo- therefore necessary to make a bid
nent bids Two Hearts What would that assures reaching game. The
you bid now?
three-heart cuebid does just that. You
3. Your partner bids One hope partner will bid three spades,
Notrump, and your nght-hand oppowhich you will raise to four. If he
nent bids Two Diamonds What rebids three notrump, showing at
would you bid now?
least one stopper in hearts, you plan
4. Your partner bids One Heart. to pass, while if he rebids four clubs
When you respond Two Clubs, he or four diamonds, you will raise to
jumps to Four Clubs. What would fiv e.
you bid now?
3. Double. Game is not absolutely
•••
certain, so the best thing to do is to
I. Four Spades. Of course you grab the sure profit. You will probacould double two clubs and beat it at bly beat two diamonds two or three
least a couple of tricks if that became tricks, possibly even more, if that
the final contract, but there is almost becomes the final contract.
no chance that your left-hand oppo4. Four diamonds. Slam is cernent and your partner will both pass tainly a possibility, and the question
two clubs doubled. The opponents Is how OT whether to reach it. Four
are likely to discover a heart or dia- diamonds shows first-round control
mond fit if you double, and it is bet- of that suit and slam interest.
ter to try to prevent this by jumping
The next step is up to partner. If he
to four spades. Furthermore, setting cooperates by bidding four spades or
the opponents two tricks doubled is four notnunp, you are on the way to
not good enough to make up for the slam, but if all he does is bid five
game you can almost surely make in clubs, you must give up because you
spades.
might lose two spade tricks, or perIt would be wrong to bid only three haps a spade and a heart tor a diaspades, which partner can pass. It is mond).
tomorrow: Performing a difficult task
r
I

Crosswords
ACROSS
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juice
yrup,
sandNun,
eese
chickurs• cote
veg-

eogurt.
- wafirsday
sorted
Tue.erlefty
sandcrispsandheese

of Massachusetts bore the brunt
of the storm, which resulted in nearly 70 deaths.
In 1957, the Federation of
Malaya became independent of
British colonial rule.
In 1962, the Caribbean nation
of Trinidad and Tobago became
independent of British colonial rule.
In 1980, Poland's Solidarity
labor movement was born with
an agreement signed in Gdansk
that ended a 17-day-old strike.

of sounding like a party-pooper, I am urging you to think
long and hard about pooling
your money to buy real estate
with anyone until you have
an attorney to look out for
your financial interests.
At the pace your romance
is going, its fair to assume
that your boyfriend is in no
hurry to rush to the alujr. If
you're waiting for him to get
off the dime, it could be years
before he gets around to it - if ever. So lay it on the
line, call his bluff, and hope
his answer is yes, because that
will be the test of whether
he's marriage-minded at all.
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Gibson named hoops •Racers
operations director
From Page 113

Josh Gibson has been hued as director ut basketball operations
for Murray State University, according to information from MSU's
sports information department.
Murray State men's basketball head coach Billy Kennedy
announced the hiring Tuesday.
"We're excited to have someone with Josh's
experience," Kennedy said. "We didn't have someone in this position last year and he will help in all
aspects of our program."
Gibson previously was the varsity assistant
coach and junior varsity head coach at Maryville
University in St. Louis last season. From 2005-06,
he coached at Indiana University Southeast, where
the Grenadiers finished ranked in the top 10 nationally in NAIA Division-II.
His duties include film exchange with MSU
Maw
opponents, video editing, maintaining the Racers'
recruiting database and supervision of the team student managers.
Gibson said he is familiar with the Racers, after having grown up
in the area and the fact his father. Darrell, was the radio "voice of the
Racers" in the early 1980s.
it is special, I grew up watching Murray State basketball," Josh
Gibson said."I'm happy to be pan of the program that I've followed
over the yeart.'Gibson holds three degrees from Murray Suitt, with a master's in
history and human development both earned in 2005.
He is married to the former Courtney Pollock, and they have a
daughter. Haley (6 months).

Racer soccer opens
season at Valparaiso
Murray Slate's soccer team opens its season today with a 4 p.m.
contest at Valparaiso then return to Cutchin Field
Sunday to start a three-match homestand.
Sunday. the Racers face Lipscomb at I p.m.,
then is also home Sept. 9 for a noon game against
RD Bowling Green State and Sept. 12 against
urraign
%ace
Mtssoun State at 3 p.m.
uneve
The Racers start play with a 5-I exhibition win
over Bethel. which is ranked ninth in the NAIA preseason poll, and
a IA)Gold teani win in the Blue-Gold Scnnunage last week.

Racer volleyball plays A.SU/
Bancorp South Classic host

Abe Murray State volleyball team is in Jonesboro, Ark., this

weekend to take part in the ASU/Bancorp South Classic. The Racers
will face tournament host Arkansas State tonight at 7 to open their
stint there. On Saturday, the Racers will meet San Jose State at 1:30
p.m. and Northwestern State at 4:30 p.m.
MSU is 0-3 after playing in against one of its strongest tournament fields ever. The Racers fell to Clemson. Mississippi State and
Arkansas-Little Rock in the season-opening Mississippi
State/Microtel Classic last weekend. Senior outside hitter Tara
DeMage was named to the all-tournament team.
'In this tournament. we changed the lineup to see if we can get a
little more offense,' said MSU head coach David Schwepker.'We
want to see if this will work better. If we want to make changes to
our lineup. now is the time to make them, before we start our conI creme schedule."
Murray State opens Ohio Valley Conference play with its first
home match on Sept. 14 against Samford.

Horoscope
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Saturday, Sept 1, 2007:
Your determination this year
allows you to grow in new ways
View different situations as if
they are in the midst of a profound transformation As a
result how you relate and what
you want could change It you
are available though a major
love will enter your life make
sure you go through one year
before deciding that this is the
person you want Let go of
depression by taking more control of your life Doors will open
as a result 11 you are attached
plan and go On the special trip
the two of you have been talking
about TAURUS exposes you to
different cultures and styles

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic 4Positive 3-Average. 2-So-so 1 Difficult

ARIES(March 21 -April 19)
**** Letting your hair down
might not be unusual though
how you do it might be As you
kick back and enioy the last
unofficial weekend of summer
you mellow Even while relaxed
you pitch in and help Tonight
Follow through on your pan
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Though you might
manitest a serious edge at first.
you turn events onto a remembered occasion Put yourself 100
percent into whatever interests
you You mil like the end results
Your ability to absorb the good

times emerges Tonight Keep
on smiting
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Sometimes Mr or Ms
Personality (you') might need to
step back Others roar in to All
the opening Enjoy thOtie around
you Kick back arid relax wIth a
dear friend You might be shar,ng an important secret Or some
news Tonight Play it low-kirf
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
••
•** Friends surround you.
you might want to pull beck and
relax in the company of others
different
suggest
Friends
cottons Know that you wit only
be happy where the crowns are

A spontaneous ceiebrenon
begins Tonight The fun begins
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)

his debut as the Cards' skipper
after replacing Bobby Petrino in
the offseason. "We got them in
and started off on a bang. The
defense did a nice job on the
opening drive of the game;
JuJuan (Spillman) did a nice job
with the return. Brian (Brohm)
and Harry (Douglas) executed."
Despite the video game-like
stats UoiL amassed, Griffin was
not unhappy with the effort of
his defense.
"Defensively, we played as
good as we're going to play
against that team," Griffin
claimed. "Our kids played hard.
There are four or five first or
second round picks on their
offensive line. We're not going
to see that the rest of the year."

OVCRoundup
The one big concern for the
Racer unit was an injury to senior linebacker Nathan Williams,
who hurt his left knee on one
play in the second quarter and
did not return to the game. He
was on crutches during the sec-

ond half,
After the contest, Williams
said he hoped the injury was
only a hyper-extension. An MR1
exam today was expected to
reveal the extent of the damage.

No. 10 Lout
Murray S
Murray State
Louisville

/
3
0 0 — 10
28 21 21 3 — 73
First °tarter
— Douglas 44 pass trorn Brol,
(Carmody luck) 13 17
MSU
6 pass from Ehrhard1
(0 I:Men kick( 604
Uolt — Allen 9 run (Carmody kick
506
Volt — ilamidge 12 pass from Brohm
(Carmody kick) 4 36
WA. — Bolen 2 run (Carmody kick)
232
Second Guano(
MSU — FG 0Bnen 24 14 56
UotL — Broom I run (Carmody kick),
12 01
Uok. — Bamidge 4 pass from Brohm
(Carmody luck) 523
11011. — Spencer 4 run (Carmody luck),
1 52
Third Quarter
Lion. — Douglas 59 pass from Brohm
(Carmody luck). 14 41
Lou — Guy 54 punt return (Carmody
luck), 12-54
Lou — Spencer 5 run (Carmody kick),
743
Fourth Quarter
FG Carmody 4.4 11 07
A — 42.185
•••••
TEAM STATISTICS
MSU
Uott
First downs
17
30
Rushes-yards
35-130 41-261
Passing
141
394
Comp-AO-Int
19-31-018-23-0
Return Yards
0
83
Punts Avg
6-365
0-00
Fumbles-Lost
2-1
0-0
Penalties- Yards
3-30
10-83
Time of Possession 32 20
27 40

-Townsel

INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING — Murray State McKinnis 972. Ehrhardt 7-20, Townsel 1-18, J Jones
8-12. Jordan 7-10. Lightfoot 1 -minus 1)
Frariken 2-minus I Louisville. Stooling
14-92 Spencer 6-60 Allen 7-56. Donnell
8-38 Spillman 1-15. Bolen 2-6, 81-ohm 1f . Beaumont i-iminus 21 Douglas 1 (minus 5)
PASSING — Murray Stabs. Ehrhardt 1220-0-88. Franklin 7-11-0-53 Louisville.
Brohm 16-21-0-375 Cantwell 2-2-0-19
RECEIVING — Murray Stele. Harper 430 Townsel 4-20 Nelson 3-20. Aid 2-25
JOrrlan 2.21 M Hams 2-(minus 2), Knight
1-15. Lightfoot 1-12 Louisville. Douglas
5-151. Barnidge 4-46. Mar Umrlia 2-55.
Kuhn 2-35. Long 2-21 Spencer 1-47
Caner 1-35, Allen 1-4

by Jacquelin Bigar
***** You naturally love
being in the limelight. An opportunity anses for you to take your
place in the sun Others follow
your lead Remember, what is
great fun for you might not be for
someone else Tonight A must
appearance. but you wouldn't
miss it anyway
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Take oft and meet a
friend halfway for a meal and a
visit Get out of your present routine and try an adventure You'll
recharge your batteries as a
result Let go of worries, and be
present with others Tonight In
the whirtwind of living
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** A partner wants and will
steal the stage His or her focus
will be on you Bathe in the
attention of the moment An
important and meaningful conversation stems from this special
time together Don't resist vulnerability Tonight Be a duo
SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21)
***** Letting others roll with
a situation might be key
Sometimes you want to fiddle
with or turn an idea to your way
of thinking Just allow the situation to evolve You will be much
happier Someone you look up to
could be tough Or stern Tonight
Say 'yes'

Murray Ledger & Times

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You are likely to say the
right words, whether to warm up
a friendship, convince someone
that you are nght or get support
to throw a party. Make sure your
focus is on what you want. A
goal needs to take higher priority Tonight: Visit. catch up on
news and flirt a bit.

BORN TODAY
Actress Lily Tomlin (1939),
singer Barry Gibb (1946). singer
Gloria Estefan (1957)

Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http:/hinvw.lacqueI nebigar.corn•
(c) 2007 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

E. Illinois 45,
Tennessee Tech 24
CHARLESTON, Ill.(AP) —
Cole Stinson completed I9-of-

26 passes for a career-high 308
yards Thursday to lead Eastern
Illinois to a 45-24 win over
Tennessee Tech in the season
opener for both teams.
The Panthers (1-0, Ohio
Valley), the defending Ohio
Valley Conference champions,
broke a 10-10 second-quarter tie
by scoring 14 points over a 19second span, including a 31yard pass from Stinson to Micah
Rucker and a 3-yard touchdown
run by Chip Keys.
Three first-half turnovers
doomed Tennessee Tech (0-1),
including two interceptions by
quarterback Lee Sweeney. The
sophomore completed his first
12 passes, but ended 28-of-41
with two touchdowns.
Rucker finished with nine
catches, 169 yards and two
touchdowns, including an .18yard score in the third quarter,
Chip Keys added two rushing
touchdowns for Eastern Illinois,

Cincinnati 59,
SE Missouri 3

MICHAEL DANN ; Ledger & Times

Louisville quarterback Brian Brohm prepares to throw a pass
against Murray State in the first half of Thursday's season
opener. The senior led the Cardinals in passing with 375 yards
and four touchdowns on 16-of-21 attempts and four touchdowns. Brohm also rushed for another score.

CINCINNATI (AP) — Ben
Mauk threw for two touchdowns
Thursday night in a triumphant
comeback from severe injuries
to his passing arm, and
Southeast
Cincinnati beat
Missouri State 59-3 in the debut
of coach Brian Kelly's wideopen offense.
Cincinnati (1-0) had one of
the top offensive showings In
school history, setting up its
most lopsided victory since 'a
63-0 win over Louisiana
Monroe in 1977.

Go Stuff It
This time of the year we all
have tomatoes and bell
peppers

in

our gardens
or they are
cheap in the
stores. This
is an easy
recipe for
both, and my

Tried & True

children
love making
these
and

Recipes

freezing

By Mr Mom Mark Anderson

them for this

winter

STUFFED PEPPERS AND
TOMATOES
3 sm to med. bell peppers
4 med. tomatoes
I lb, ground beef or ground
turkey
1/4 c. white rice
112 bunch parsley, cut up
I med. onion, chopped
2 cloves garlic. minced
Salt and pepper to taste
I tsp. Italian seasoning
1 tsp. canola oil, if meat is
extra lean
Cut off pepper tops. Remove
pepper seeds. Slice tomato caps
just enough to remove pulp. Mix
all the other ingredients together. Reserve pepper caps and tomato pulp Stuff vegetables with
meat mixture lightly. Extra meat
can be shaped into large meatballs. Place stuffed peppers in
bottom of a medium size pot
snugly. Put stuffed tomatoes in

next. 'They can rest on top of

peppers. Cover tomatoes with their
own caps. Fill the pot with water,
almost covering vegetables. Add
tomato pulp to water. Cook slowly. After water boils, cover the
pot and simmer contents for 45
minutes, minimum. Be careful
removing them and you can save
broth for a soup base.

ed. Sprinkle with additional
cilantro. if desired.
4 large yellow or red sweet
peppers. halved lengthwise and: ,
seeded
1 tablespoon olive oil
1 6.75-ounce box Spanish rice
pilaf
1 cup diced zucchini
SOUTHWEST BEAN
cup canned black beans.STUFFED PEPPERS
nnsed and drained
3 medium red or green pepI 8-ounce package four-cheese
pers, cut in half lengthwise, seed- Mexican shredded cheese blend
ed
(2 cups), divided,
1 tablespoon olive or vegArrange oven racks in top and
etable oil
bottom third of oven. Heat oven
2 cups cooked couscous
to 450 degrees F. Line a large
jelly-roll pan with foil. Brush
1/2 cup Sour Cream
I (15-ounce( can pinto beans, outside of pepper halves with oil.
rinsed, drained
Arrange peppers cut side up on
I (7 or 8-ouncet can whole prepared pan, bake on lower rack
kernel corn, drained
15 to 20 minutes. Meanwhile,
1 (4 1/2-ounce) can chopped
prepare Spanish rice pilaf accordgreen chiles
ing to package directions, except
2 Roma tomatoes, chopped
during the last 5 minutes of cookI tablespoon chopped fresh ing time add zucchini to top of
cilantro
rice (do not stir). When rice is
1 to I Ir2 teaspoons ground done, stir beans and I-I/2 cups
cumin
of the cheese into rice. Spoon
2 ounces (1/2 cup) Cheddar rice mixture evenly into pepper
Cheese, shredded
halves; divide and sprinkle remainHeat oven to 350*F. Brush ing 1/2 cup cheese over tops.
outside of pepper halves lightly Bake on top rack 10 Minutes,
with oil. Place, cut-sides-up. in until cheese is melted and fill13x9-inch baking pan; set aside. ing is heated through.
Stir together all remaining ingreI love stuffed peppers and the
dients except cheese in large best 1 have eier had was.... well
howl. Fill .each pepper half with they were alt' good. Has my
about 3/4 cup couscous mixture. daughter said 'That's a keeper!"
Bake for 20 to 25 minutes or Remember to share a recipe or
until heated through. Sprinkle each ask questions email us at =momwith about 1 1/2 tablespoons murray nthellsouth.net or write Mr.
cheese. Continue baking for 5 to MOM Murray Ledger A Times.
7 minutes or until cheese is melt- Now go stuff some food!

1.1"-We Can Stop Squeaking, Sagging & Dish Rattling

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
a*** Take it easy, and don't
push yourself in any way that is
uncomfortable An opportunity to
travel could slip through your
hands Don't pout Share a
favorite pastime or hobby with a
child or friend Tonight Try easy
e don't tiro* a party!

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
****it Your eraaffinty can be
funneled into any area or reekr
that is important Affectionate
relationships could warm up
considerably if you lust relax.
Worry less about tomorrow conOM on today Tonight Now toss
in some flirtation
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. IS)
***a Basics do count You
move to a new level of understanding Focus on family and
domestic metiers You we tar
more centered and maim than
many maze You mpht choose
riot to say everything you are
thinking Tonight At home

loor & Foundation

blems Can Be Solved

Adjustable
Floor
40*

44cRFREE
INSPENLION
digieb

SERVA L

TERMITE & PEST CONTROL

a Atm*,

ki.14300-448-4665
Our Home Office
642-4461 900 Tyson
Ave •Pans, TN

